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CALGARY, Alta. – Three of four Alberta-
based rest stops originally targeted for 
closure will now remain open, accord-
ing to the Alberta Motor Transport As-
sociation (AMTA). The AMTA, which 
has been lobbying the province to keep 
turnouts open, received the news in a 
recent meeting with Alberta Transport.

“We are delighted that Alberta 
Transport had responded to AMTA to 
make available places where profes-
sional drivers and other motorists can 
pull over and rest,” says AMTA execu-
tive director Don Wilson. “Providing 
places for all drivers – especially com-
mercial transport drivers – to pull over 
and rest is a vital component of any fa-
tigue management program and com-
pliance of load security rules.

The rest stops previously slated for 
closure that will – for now – remain 
open are at the following locations: 
south of Olds; southbound, just north 

Alberta rest 
areas to stay 
open, for now
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Constable Ken Usipiuk of the Delta Police does a vehicle inspection for Harbour Link Container Services in Delta, B.C. 
The fleet invited inspectors to its yard to avoid roadside stops that delay freight.  Photo by The Delta Optimist

By Jim Bray

DELTA, B.C. – Freight idled on the roadside while 
the powers-that-be poke around may not be the 
trucking equivalent of a colonoscopy, but – wheth-
er they’re a royal pain or a minor irritation – they 
still throw a monkey wrench into your schedule.

Yet it’s hard to make the case that vehicle in-
spections are a bad thing; they do keep the ve-
hicles, owners and drivers they snag on their 
toes. And good companies needn’t fear them. 

But since time is money, such inspections 
also affect your bottom line. And that’s what 
prompted one British Columbia trucking com-
pany to poke at fate with a pointy stick, actually 
inviting the authorities to their base of opera-
tions so they could give its fleet the once-over 
– twice, if necessary. 

The idea came from Tim McGee, general 
manager of Delta’s Harbour Link Container 
Services, and was basically an extension of a 

scheme he dreamed up while working for a pre-
vious company when he had to absolutely, posi-
tively get a load across the US border on time.

“I had a relationship with both the CVSE and 
the Delta police,” McGee told Truck West, “and 
we had a time-sensitive run where we couldn’t 
afford to be stuck at one of these impromptu in-
spections at the scales. So basically, I made the 
call and asked if I offered a truck and a trailer up 
for inspection, would they come and inspect it?” 

The police were a tad baffled by the request, 
McGee recounted, but he explained to them 
that he had a load of fresh doughnuts going 
from a bakery in Delta to Kent, Wash. – from 
which point they’d go to every 7-Eleven within 
five miles of the I-5 between the Canadian bor-
der and Portland, Ore. 

“I said ‘My guy has to be in Seattle by 
four o’clock and he can’t leave until 11:45-
12 o’clock,” he explained, “so if he gets stuck  

Have they 
gone mad?

Reach us at 
our Western 
Canada news 
bureau

Contact  
Jim Bray at:  
jim@transporta-
tionmedia.ca 
or call 
403-453-5558

This B.C. fleet invites enforcement officers 
into its yard to inspect its trucks.
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Continued on page 5

Q&A with MTA’s 
Bob Dolyniuk
On 2013 prospects, 
concerns for small 
carriers and consolidation

By Lou Smyrlis

TW: Going into 2013, many carriers in 
central and eastern Canada are unsure 
what to expect. Freight volume growth 
is slow and core pricing for their servic-
es is not what they would have hoped 
for two years into the economic re-
covery. How are your members feel-
ing about 2013? 

Dolyniuk: Certainly, carriers are still 
talking about increasing rates, but the 
industry is still dealing with capacity 
issues. As long as we have that ca-
pacity in front of us, it’s going to cre-
ate pressure and I think we are seeing 
that. If you look at our carrier base, 
the US market is a significant portion 
of their business and they don’t have 
confidence about that market. There 
is trepidation about the whole US mar-
ket. The year has started off soft and 
it’s questionable how strong it will get. 

TW: It’s interesting you mentioned 
capacity. Industry estimates, and our 
own, are that capacity has been re-
duced 12-15% since 2008. Are you 
saying that capacity remains an issue?

Continued on page 13
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he advent of the Compli-
ance, Safety, Accountabil-
ity (CSA) program in the 
US has had a significant 
impact not only on how 
carriers manage their 
equipment and drivers, 

but also on how they sell their servic-
es. Never before has the safety perfor-
mance of motor carriers operating in 
the US, including those from Canada, 
been so readily available to the public 
and the shipper community. Carriers 
that have managed their CSA scores ef-
fectively and stand out as top-perform-
ers among their peer groups are using 
that to their advantage when soliciting 
new business and negotiating rates. 
And who can blame them?

When several carriers are being con-
sidered for a piece of business, with rates 
being equal or close to it, CSA scores are 
undoubtedly entering the discussion. A 
carrier sales rep may even do the leg-
work and present its own scores along 
with those of its competitors for com-
parison. Others may subtly point their 
customer in the right direction and en-
courage them to do their own research. 
This tactic is usually accompanied with 
some degree of fear mongering and the 
lecturing of shippers on their societal 
obligations to choose the safest carrier 
available.

“I think CSA is a game-changer, and 
while it’s imperfect, it provides a more 
comprehensive view of each carrier’s 
safety potential,” Robert Low, founder 
of Prime Inc. said during a fall Driving 
for Profit seminar. “And now, with the 
public nature of most of that informa-

tion, shippers have at least 
some implicit obligation, if 
not more than that, to re-
view that information and 
to make decisions not just 
based on the lowest price.”

At first, it would seem 
the trucking industry 
would be well served by 
moving the discussion 
with shippers away from 
rates and towards on-
road safety performance. 
Theoretically, this should 
motivate carriers to place 
extra emphasis on their 
safety programs and if a 
direct correlation can be 
made between a compa-
ny’s CSA performance 
and its ability to win new business, get-
ting buy-in for crucial safety programs 
from upper management should be 
that much easier. What could be wrong 
with that?

My concern is that, as a carrier’s safe-
ty performance, and its CSA scores 
specifically, become more heavily lev-
eraged in the freight-bidding environ-
ment, that carriers will be less likely to 
share their best safety practices, that 
they’ll hold those secrets more closely 
to their vests than they have in the past. 
I’ve always enjoyed covering the truck-
ing industry because carriers, though 
competitors, have traditionally been 
willing to share insight and expertise 
on what works – and what doesn’t – in 
managing their fleets. 

This is especially true when it comes 
to safety, as it should be. Keeping our 
industry’s collective workforce safe 
and sending them home to their fam-
ilies at the end of each trip should be 
a shared goal. It’s difficult to imagine 
it being any different.

However, when discussing CSA in 
general, and this issue more specifical-

ly, with a couple of fellow trucking jour-
nalists on a recent press trip, one of my 
American peers noted that carrier ex-
ecutives in the US are already more ret-
icent to speak openly about their safety 
programs, for fear of losing a competitive 
edge. It seems that an unintended con-
sequence of CSA is that it has created a 
competitive environment in which CSA 
scores are so highly valued and heav-
ily guarded, that motor carriers are less 
inclined to share information and best 
practices that could lead to a safer in-
dustry as a whole. 

There’s nothing wrong with viewing 
safety as a competitive advantage; safe 
carriers have earned that right. But in 
my opinion, carriers have a moral obli-
gation to share information that could 
help protect drivers and other workers 
within the industry, no matter who they 
work for.  

arge carriers are always 
in the spotlight – they 
drive trucking associa-
tion policy, are usually 
the first to test new tech-
nologies, and get a dis-
proportionate share of 

the headlines. But the reality of the 
Canadian trucking market is that it’s 
dominated by small carriers.

Carriers possessing fewer than 10 
trucks and earning less than $1 million 
in annual revenues make up more than 
60% of the country’s for-hire carrier pop-
ulation. During the five-year economic 
growth spurt prior to the recession, their 
numbers increased considerably, rising 
by about 20%. And they have hung on 
through the recession and the subsequent 
slow recovery relatively well considering 
the challenges they faced.

As resilient as small carriers have 
proven to be through the greatest reces-
sion since the 1930s, however, there is 
good reason to worry about their future. 

Simply, the numbers I’m looking at 
look troublesome.

Our annual Transportation Buy-
ing Trends Survey of carrier executives 

across the country, conducted in Decem-
ber and January, found that while 38% of 
large carriers expect to grow their busi-
ness volumes in 2013, only 27% of small 
carriers expect the same. 

This divide in carrier projections is 
borne out by research conducted by the 
American Trucking Associations state-
side. While large carriers in the US are do-
ing better, small carriers actually experi-
enced a 4.6% drop in freight volumes from 
September 2011 to August 2012.

The same divide is found when look-
ing at rates. While three quarters of large 
carriers expect to charge higher rates, only 
39% of small carriers do. 

Our research, conducted in partner-
ship with the Canadian Industrial Trans-
portation Association, Cormark Securi-
ties and CITT, is also finding a wide gap 
in purchasing plans based on fleet size. 

While two thirds of large fleets (100 or 

more Class 8 vehicles) intend to purchase 
new trucks in 2013 only 17% of small fleets 
(5-9 trucks) have similar plans. 

Considering these differences it’s no 
surprise that large carriers are consider-
ably more upbeat about business prospects 
in 2013 than small carriers. Large carrier 
optimism for 2013 averages 6.6 out of 10, 
compared to just 5.6 for small carriers.

Seems our smaller carriers have 
some big challenges ahead of them. But I 
wouldn’t count them out because the oth-
er reality is that transportation in Canada 
is a tough business. There are many lanes 
and many customers which simply don’t 
make economic sense for large carriers 
to take on. 

I believe there will always be a need for 
well-managed, niche-seeking small car-
riers in the Canadian marketplace. They 
have some challenges to overcome, and 
their numbers may shrink some as a re-
sult, but they will not be going away.  

Safety as a competitive battleground

Small fleets have some large worries

James Menzies

Editorial
Comment

T

James Menzies can be reached 
by phone at (416) 510-6896 or by  
e-mail at jmenzies@trucknews.com. 
You can also follow him on Twitter  
at Twitter.com/JamesMenzies.

Lou Smyrlis can be reached  
by phone at (416) 510-6881 or by  
e-mail at lou@TransportationMedia.
ca. You can also follow him on Twitter at  
Twitter.com/LouSmyrlis.

Lou Smyrlis

The wiew
with Lou
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OEM This Month Last Year

Freightliner 575 696

International 224 288

Kenworth 276 534

Mack 314 121

Peterbilt 317 308

Volvo 357 403

Western Star 263 161

TOTALS 2326 2511

OEM BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB NS PEI NF CDA

Freightliner 608 822 222 622 3,583 1,271 343 143 29 29 7,672

Kenworth 648 2,432 392 212 997 1,045 125 0 0 0 5,851

Mack 103 415 200 111 951 391 82 42 0 32 2,327

International 154 764 81 300 1,888 861 191 81 26 62 4,408

Peterbilt 373 1,410 313 533 721 612 165 28 0 0 4,155

Volvo 232 305 110 247 1,839 786 111 78 0 9 3,717

Western Star 450 880 92 74 350 404 73 113 7 13 2,456

TOTALS 2,568 7,028 1,410 2,099 10,329 5,370 1,090 485 62 145 30,586

Class 8 truck sales in December, although above 2,000 
once again, continued their 3-month slide below last 
year’s totals. The top three market share leaders – 
Freightliner, International and Kenworth – all suffered 
setbacks compared to the previous year. Kenworth’s 
numbers in particular took a turn for the worse during 
the month. Still, this was the sixth best December 
total since 1999. Monthly sales were also about 500 
units above the 5-year average. Another positive note, 
both Mack and Western Star experienced gains from 
December last year.

Monthly Class 8 Sales – Dec 12
Historical Comparison – Dec 12 Sales

Historical Comparison – YTD Dec 12

Class 8 Sales (YTD Dec 12) by Province and OEM

Class 8 truck sales are in their third year of recovery following their crash in 2009. The 30,586 trucks sold make 2012 the fourth best sales year since 1999 and almost 9,000 above the 5-year 
average. It could have been the third best year but slumping sales over the final quarter nixed that opportunity. The 30,586 trucks sold were also well within our own forecasted estimated range 
of 30,319 to 31,227. Assuming an 8-year life cycle for Class 8 trucks (a truck could go through several owners), there are more than 35,000 trucks due for renewal. But many fleet owners are 
reluctant to purchase trucks that actually add to their fleet size due to concerns about the slow growing economy. We forecast sales in the range of 35,000 to 35,986 Class 8 trucks for 2013.

Truck sales came in above the 2,000 mark tor the 15th straight month, reminiscent of the  
industry’s capacity boom years of 2005 to 2007. A worrisome trend, however, is that sales have 
been declining each month since October and have also been in general decline since the year’s 
high mark of 3,166 back in May.

Market Share Class 8 – Dec 12 YTD12-Month Sales Trends
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The sales totals for 2012 now completed, it’s time to weed out the winners and 
losers. Freightliner, last year’s Canadian market leader, had a banner year in terms 
of sales volumes and market share, commanding a quarter of Class 8 sales. 
Kenworth is in the number two spot for marketshare and enjoying the fact that 
its strong western network is able to tap into the stronger western economy. 
But the company faltered in December and ends up with less than 20% market 
share. Troubled Navistar International finished the year with 14% market share.
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of Hwy. 11; and northbound, just south 
of Red Deer. The two southbound rest 
stops will be reviewed by Alberta Trans-
port to see if signage and pavement can 
be improved to enhance safety, while 
the northbound site may be relocated 
as Alberta Transport searches for a saf-
er location. A fourth site (southbound, 
opposite the Sports Hall of Fame, Red 
Deer) is still slated for closure.

Alberta Transport says it wanted to 
close these roadside rest stops because 
it has concerns over collisions taking 
place when vehicles merge on and off 
the highway.

AMTA officials say while they sup-
port steps to make accessing rest stop 
areas safer, they believe there are risks 
associated with the province failing to 
provide adequate areas for all motor-
ists to rest and where proper load se-
curity checks can take place.

“Providing all road users with places 
to pull over and take rest breaks when 
they feel fatigue coming on, is the foun-
dation of keeping the roads safe,” says 
Dan Duckering, president of Ducker-
ing’s Transport, who attended the re-
cent meeting with Alberta Transport. 
“While we recognize that the best sce-
nario for all Alberta motorists is the 
commercial rest areas that allow peo-
ple to get completely off the road, re-
moving the existing rest areas in the in-
terim, as was proposed, will inevitably 
increase the number of fatigue related 
incidents. There are many profession-
al drivers behind the wheel who have 

driven 25 or more years accident-free. 
Their safe driving record is due, in part, 
to knowing when they need to pull over 
and rest. Removing places for them to 
park their big rigs makes the roads less 
safe for transport drivers and those with 
whom they share the road.”

“Professional transport drivers are 
among the safest drivers on our road-
ways because they are in tune with 
their circadian rhythm,” says Rocky 
Downton of Downton’s Transport, who 
was also in attendance at the meeting. 
“What sets a commercial driver apart 
from other motorists is the fact that 
he or she knows when fatigue is set-
ting in and takes steps to manage it by 
resting. Reducing rest stops is an enor-
mous step backwards for road safety in 
Alberta.” 

Alberta rest areas will stay open 
thanks to industry lobbying
Continued from page 1

Western provinces harmonize LCV regs
WINNIPEG, Man. – The four westernmost provinces in Canada have harmo-
nized rules relating to the operation of long combination vehicles (LCVs).

A Memorandum of Understanding, signed by B.C., Alberta, Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan, creates uniform standards for LCV operation. Specif-
ically, the MOU addresses: weights and dimensions for turnpike doubles; driver 
qualifications and training; maximum speeds; and hours of operation.

The industry immediately welcomed the changes.
“We are very pleased with this announcement as it will allow many 

firms, including ours, to operate LCV’s more efficiently while reducing 
their greenhouse gas emissions,” said Don Streuber, president and CEO 
of Bison Transport.

“This is a significant step forward for carriers operating in the west,” 
added MTA executive director Bob Dolyniuk. 

“With one set of rules from Manitoba to British Columbia, we have every-
one operating on the same playing field, which makes LCV operations that 
much easier for everyone involved. We look forward to continued work with 
the other western provincial associations and governments as we move 
towards our goal of harmonization for other LCV combinations, as well.”

“This agreement will benefit our trucking industry because it means 
big trucks travelling to and from Manitoba will have more consistent  
requirements including those for weights and dimensions,” said Manitoba 
Transport Minister Steve Ashton. 

Feds put 
$20M into 
Deltaport 
overpass
DELTA, B.C. – The Government of 
Canada will be contributing nearly 
half of the $45 million cost for a new 
overpass on the Deltaport Cause-
way, part of Port Metro Vancouver’s 
Deltaport Terminal, Road and Rail 
Improvement Project. The feds will 
invest up to a maximum of $19.9 mil-
lion on the project, which officials are 
calling “an efficient and cost-effective 
plan to increase container capacity” 
at the terminal, while also address-
ing “some of the transportation pres-
sures port growth has placed on local 
transportation.” 

The overpass is designed improve 
the efficiency, safety and fluidity of 
traffic to and from the terminal, by 
eliminating conflicts between rail and 
truck traffic. 

The project involves the construc-
tion of a two-lane overpass that will 
provide grade separation between rail 
tracks and the Deltaport Causeway 
access road adjacent to the Deltaport 
Container Terminal. The grade sepa-
ration will contribute up to 200,000 
TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent units)  
of additional capacity annually at  
Deltaport. 
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PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. – The first-ever 
Canada North Resources Expo (CNRE) 
is coming to Prince George this spring. 
The event, to be held May 31-June 1, will 
showcase the leaders and rising stars of 
the transportation (including air, rail, 
land and sea modes), forestry, mining, 
pipelines, energy generation, and oil 
and gas industries.

“We are so pleased to be the host 
city for Canada North Resources 
Expo 2013. As B.C.’s northern capi-
tal and the largest supply and service 
centre for one of the fastest growing 
regions in Canada, Prince George 
is the ideal location for this show,” 
said Heather Oland, CEO of Initia-
tives Prince George. 

“With $70 billion in resource proj-
ects planned and underway in north-
ern B.C. over the next 10 years, there 
is a lot of business to be done and we 
look forward to welcoming everyone 
to Prince George.”

Organizers say the event will focus 
on the machinery, products, technol-
ogy, services, talent and manpower 
needed to get the infrastructure de-
veloped, as various “mega-projects” 
in Northern B.C. ramp up.

Exhibitors actively seeking new tal-
ent will feature a “Recruiting Here” 
sign at their booths. “Visitors are en-
couraged to come with resume in 
hand,” event organizers said. 

The event will also showcase live 
equipment demonstrations and a ‘Ride 
and Drive’ program from Chrysler 
Canada on-site.

Day two of the event has been 
dubbed “Future of the Industry Day.” 
According to organizers, anyone who 
purchases a regular admission ($10) 
on this day or have pre-registered will 
receive free entry for their families. At-
tendees who pre-register on the CNRE 
Web site will receive 50% off the cost 
of admission.

For more information or to register, 
visit www.CNRE.ca.  

Canada North Resources Expo 
coming to B.C. this spring

2012 was fourth best year for truck sales
Sales of Class 8 trucks hit 30,586 in 2012, according to data released 
by the Canadian Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association. That made 
2012 the fourth best year since 1999 in Class 8 truck sales. The year’s 
totals were on track to make 2012 the third best year since 1999 but a 
slowdown in the final quarter nixed that opportunity. The 30,586 trucks 
sold in Canada were well within our own forecasted estimated range of 
30,319 to 31,227.

How do Class 8 sales look for 2013? This year is particularly difficult 
to forecast because the industry appears to be on a holding pattern in 
terms of adding capacity. Assuming an eight-year life-cycle for Class 8 
trucks (a truck could go through several owners), there are more than 
35,000 trucks due for renewal. But many fleet owners are reluctant to 
purchase trucks that actually add to their fleet size due to concerns about 
the slow-growing economy.

Our research is also finding a wide gap in purchasing plans based on 
fleet size. While two thirds of large fleets (100 or more Class 8 vehicles) 
intend to purchase new trucks in 2013 only 17% of small fleets (five to 
nine trucks) have similar plans. Balancing the reality that small carri-
ers (which make up three quarters of Canada’s for-hire fleets) won’t be a 
factor in truck sales along with the fact there are many trucks up for re-
placement, we are being cautious with this year’s projections. We fore-
cast sales in the range of 35,000-35,986 Class 8 trucks for 2013. 

US truck tonnage 
closes 2012 with 
consecutive gains
ARLINGTON, Va. – US for-hire truck 
tonnage spiked 2.8% in December, on 
the heels of a revised 3.9% gain in No-
vember. The American Trucking Asso-
ciations For-Hire Truck Tonnage Index 
closed out the year recording the best 
consecutive gains of 2012. 

However, despite the strong month-
ly increases, the index was still 2.3% 
off December 2011 levels, marking the 
worst year-over-year result since No-
vember 2009. For the full year 2012, ton-
nage was up 2.3% compared to 2011.

“December was better than an-
ticipated in light of the very difficult 
year-over-year comparison,” ATA chief 
economist Bob Costello said. In De-
cember 2011, the index surged 6.4% 
from the previous month. Costello 
anticipates more sluggishness in the 
index this year, especially early in the 
year, as the economy continues to face 
several headwinds.   

“As paycheques shrink for all house-
holds due to higher taxes, I’m expect-
ing a weak first quarter for tonnage 
and the broader economy” Costello 
said. “Since trucks account for the vast 
majority of deliveries in the retail sup-
ply chain, any reduction in consumer 
spending will have ramifications on 
truck tonnage levels.”   
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OTTAWA, Ont. – Low rolling resistance 
(LRR) tires not only improve fuel econ-
omy by 4-11%, but they also last as long 
and perform as well on packed snow as 
truck tires that are not marketed for low 
rolling resistance.

Those were the findings of a study 
from the National Research Coun-
cils and Transport Canada, conduct-
ed in light of increased market pen-
etration of low rolling resistance tires 
and complaints from some operators 
of such tires that they don’t perform 
well on packed snow. Low rolling re-
sistance tires have made consider-
able inroads into the trucking indus-
try and that trend is likely to continue, 
thanks to impending EPA and NHTSA 
rules which will create minimum fuel 
economy standards beginning in 2014. 
Canada is set to mirror the US rules 
with its own requirements, which will 

encourage the use of low rolling resis-
tance tires on trucks.

“To comply with the proposed Ca-
nadian regulations, it is expected 
that truck manufacturers and im-
porters will increase the penetration 
of fuel saving technologies, includ-
ing LRR tires, to equip on vehicles for 
sale in Canada,” Transport Canada an-
nounced when releasing the results of 
its study. “While some manufacturers, 
importers and truck owner/operators 
already equip selected vehicles with 
LRR tires in Canada, some members 
within the Canadian trucking industry 
have expressed concerns that LRR tires 
may have reduced winter road traction 
performance compared to non-LRR 
tires, particularly in snow covered road 
conditions.”

To investigate those concerns, the 
NRC and Transport Canada engaged 

Smithers-Rapra to test a variety of 
LRR and non-LRR tires in a series of 
tests including: dynamometer test-
ing; durability testing to FMVSS 119 
test procedures; and performance on 
snow-covered roads on a test track in 
Kapuskasing, Ont.

Loaded and unloaded trailers were 
used in straight-line braking tests us-
ing five different configurations of 
SmartWay-verified LRR tires and one 
configuration using non-LRR tires. 
Track conditions featured medium- 
and medium-hard pack snow.

The trial found that: LRR tires pro-
vided 29% less rolling resistance than 
traditional tires; that all LRR and non-
LRR tires passed minimum durabil-
ity requirements, with no discern-
able difference between the two tire 
types; and that LRR tires demonstrated  
comparable levels of snow traction 

compared to traditional tires.
“With the exception of the tires that 

are specifically marketed by their re-
spective manufacturers as a high-trac-
tion tire, the results of this preliminary 
study indicates that the current gen-
eration of LRR tires can offer a similar 
level of snow traction performance as 
conventional tires, while reducing fuel 
consumption and emissions,” Trans-
port Canada announced. 

“Put in the context of Canadian 
trucking, there are many factors that 
must be considered when purchasing 
tires for a tractor and trailer combina-
tion. The advent of low rolling resis-
tance tires has given owners and op-
erators one more tire characteristic to 
consider.”  

Canada’s LTL 
sector ripe for 
consolidation
By Lou Smyrlis

Canada’s Less-than-truckload sec-
tor is ripe for consolidation, Cormark 
transportation market analyst David 
Newman told transportation industry 
professionals during a webinar on in-
dustry trends.

“I think it’s going to be a case of 
who is going to be the first to blink 
and then we will finally see consolida-
tion. The truckload business is scale-
able and they’ve already right-sized. 
LTL isn’t scaleable. If you have a case 
of having to do something about your 
fixed costs, then that’s a case for con-
solidation,” Newman said.

Newman cited TransForce’s recent 
stake in Vitran as indication large play-
ers may be getting ready for more than 
the small, bolt-on type acquisitions 
that have dominated transportation 
M&A activity the past couple of years.

Newman, fresh from cross-coun-
try visits with Canada’s leading car-
riers, said several large players, such 
as Contrans and Trimac, are doing ex-
tremely well and are in a good position 
to consolidate the industry.

“Canadian government is certain-
ly trying to prod business to use the 
dead money in their balance sheets. 
Companies are well armed with cash, 
they’ve gone through the recession, 
and are a bit older now and certain-
ly valuations look good so if you are 
going to sell your business, certainly 
this would be an opportune time.  We 
have a few catalysts for consolidation 
to happen,” he reiterated. In addition 
to LTL, Newman believes carriers on 
the tank side of the business may be 
targets for acquisition.  

Low rolling resistance tires work well in winter, study finds
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sually, it’s easy coming up 
with topics for this col-
umn in March and April. I 
go to the Canada Revenue 
Agency Web site, read the 
“what’s new” bulletins, de-
cide what’s useful or perti-
nent to Truck West readers, 

and then translate the CRA gobblede-
gook into English. I call the column “Tax 
Talk” and away we go. I’m still calling 
this column Tax Talk, but it wasn’t as 
easy to write this year. There’s less bad 
news (new taxes) and good news (new 
deductions) to discuss.

The biggest change on your 2012 tax 
filing involves contributing to the Cana-
da Pension Plan (CPP). As of Jan. 1, 2012, 
if you are between 60 and 65 and receive 
CPP benefits while you keep working, 
you must continue making CPP contri-
butions on your employment or self-em-
ployment income. These contributions 
go toward a new post-retirement benefit 
(PRB) created for working people who 
are between 60 and 70 years old.

If you’re an employee, you should 
have reviewed these changes with your 
employer already. You self-employed 
folks will experience this change when 
you file your tax return this year. I cov-
ered the PRB in the November 2012 
Truck West, so I’ll refer you to that is-
sue for details. Instead, I want to con-
centrate on several personal-tax issues 

that generate questions every year:
Accrual vs. cash: As a self-employed 

individual, you report business income 
by using the accrual method of account-
ing. You report income in the period you 
earn it, regardless of when you receive the 
money. For example, your broker settle-
ment for the period ending Dec. 31 would 
be December income even though you 
weren’t paid until Jan. 15. Likewise, you 
deduct expenses in the fiscal period you 
incur them: ie., your cell phone bill dat-
ed Dec. 28 is a December expense even 
though you paid it in January.

Pension income splitting: Pension in-
come earners can save big by splitting 
their pension income between spouses/
common-law partners. With the right 
ratio, I’ve seen $2,000 to $3,000 refunds 
come out of this calculation that cou-
ples had no idea were there. If you’re too 
young to take a pension, what about your 
parents or in-laws? Make sure they get 
their returns done by someone who can 
calculate this split to their advantage. 

Medical expenses: These include pre-
miums you or your spouse/common-law 
partner paid to an insurance company 

(not a government body) for medical 
coverage, along with all your receipts 
for drugs, eyeglasses, dentistry, hear-
ing aids, and other medical services. If 
you’re self-employed, there may be a tax 
advantage to listing the premiums as a 
business expense rather than a medical 
expense on your return. Check the CRA 
Web site to see what qualifies.

Meals: Meals are deductible at a rate 
of 50% of $17 per meal up to three meals 
per day. As of 2011, 80% of expenses for 
meals by a long-haul truck driver dur-
ing an “eligible travel period” are de-
ductible. By definition, an eligible trav-
el period covers at least 24 continuous 
hours during which a driver is away 
from his or her home municipality or 
metropolitan area, and is driving a 
long-haul truck that transports goods 
beyond a radius of at least 160 kilome-
tres. Seek tax advice from someone who 
understands how the rules apply to you 
and the type of work you do.

Lodging and showers: You can deduct 
lodging and shower expenses, but keep 
your receipts to support the amount 
you deduct. Despite what you may hear, 
there is no logbook/“away-from-home” 
calculation for showers.

Cell phones: You can deduct the por-
tion of the airtime expenses and long-
distance charges for a cell phone that 
reasonably relates to earning income 
as long as your employer requires you 

to have a cell phone (your employer must 
sign CRA Form T2200-Declaration of 
Conditions of Employment). However, 
you can’t deduct amounts you paid to 
connect or license the cell phone or the 
cost of fees for Internet service.

GST370: This calculation allows you 
to reclaim GST/HST paid within your 
employment expenses. If you travel 
coast-to-coast in Canada and the US, 
you need to prorate your meal claim so 
you claim GST out of the meals from 
GST provinces, HST from HST provinc-
es, and, of course, zero GST for meals 
paid for in the US. Your cell phone bills 
will also contain GST/HST and can be 
added into this calculation.

Children Fitness/Arts amount: You 
can claim up to $500 per child for fees 
paid in 2012 relating to the cost of reg-
istration or membership in a physical 
activity. Also, you can claim up to $500 
per child for fees paid in 2012 relating to 
the cost of registration or membership 
in an “artistic, cultural, recreational, 
or developmental” activity. Hey, every 
little bit helps.

That’s the point. The best tax tip I can 
offer is that while taxes are one of the few 
sure things in life, you can reduce what 
you’re obligated to pay. It takes sound 
advice, a little discipline, and good plan-
ning throughout the year, but it’s worth 
the effort. 

Scott Taylor is v.p. of  TFS Group, provid-
ing accounting, bookkeeping, tax return 
preparation, and other business services 
for O/Os. Learn more at www.tfsgroup.
com or call 800-461-5970.

Tax tips: Every bit helps
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t’s about -38 C when the die-
sel-powered auxiliary heat-
er fires up automatically at 7 
a.m. near Tok, Alaska.

An hour, and about 0.6 li-
tres of diesel fuel later, we 
climb into the Mercedes-

Benz Sprinter to see if it will start. It 
does, but it also doesn’t like it. The 
3.0-litre turbodiesel sputters and 
coughs and needs a fair bit of throttle 
to get going, but it passes this, its most 
serious test of its winter ability on our 
drive from Edmonton to Anchorage.

This is the last of our five-day ad-
venture: It’s been an exhilarating, at 
times harrowing, journey along most 
of the Alaska Highway.

We’ve had a dip in the Liard River 
hot springs in northern British Co-
lumbia –  changing in a dark, unheat-
ed dressing room at -20 C and trudg-
ing barefoot through ankle-deep 
snow – eaten schnitzel at the beau-
tiful, hospitable Northern Rockies 
Lodge in nearby Muncho Lake, B.C. 
and been blown away by the haute 
cuisine at Skky Hotel in Whitehorse.

Today, we’re leaving Tok, which is 
about halfway from the Alaska-Can-
ada border to the western end of the 
Alaska Highway at Delta Junction. The 
cabin of this particular short-wheel-
base cargo van Sprinter variant isn’t 
exactly shirt-sleeves temperature, but 
it’s comfortable enough we can shed 
our toques and gloves. About 20 min-

utes of driving later, we’re shedding 
layer after layer as the cab heats up.

Others on this sprint to Alaska 
aren’t so lucky. The van we’re driv-
ing has a partition between the cabin 
and cargo area, and our small space 
heats up to near-sauna levels in a 
hurry. A few of the other vans are ei-
ther cargo variants without a rear 
cabin wall or are passenger versions, 

also without partitions. An hour into 
this trip from Tok and the people in 
these vans are still cold.

There is also a crew van version 
that seats five and has ample cargo 
room, handy for taking work crews 
and gear to a job site. Partition op-
tions on all but passenger vans in-
clude a solid wall, a wall with a win-
dow and a sliding door.

Mercedes-Benz may seem like an 
odd supplier of cargo vans, given that 
until 2010, we in Canada knew it only 
as a luxury brand. 

But in Europe, Mercedes-Benz 
is a full-line vehicle manufacturer, 
from tiny micro cars all the way up 

to large, heavy-duty cargo haulers. 
Its experience in building cargo ve-
hicles stretches all the way back to 
1896 and Gottlieb Daimler’s Motor-
Lastwagen.

Will the hoity-toity image of Mer-
cedes hurt Sprinter sales? Time will tell, 
but they’re already at 7,000 units sold in 
Canada, with countless others operat-
ing here after having been bought in 
the US by American parent companies.

After five days in the arctic hinter-
land, it’s easy to see why Sprinter is 
gaining in popularity. The auxiliary 
heater, which is standard but in our 
vans is operated by an optional pro-
grammable timer ($250), ensures a 
toasty cabin and an engine full of hot 
coolant. There are handy touches that 
professional drivers will appreciate, 
from a bounty of cargo bins and stor-
age trays to a comfortable driving po-
sition with a host of adjustments, in-
cluding seat height, tilt steering wheel 
and adjustable tilt on the seat cushion.

There are also bits about Sprinter to 
please the company accountant: high 
resale value, extended 25,000-kilo-
metre service intervals and excellent 
fuel efficiency. Our best average was 
11.3 litres per 100 kms, on the sec-
ond day when we had temperatures 
around -10 C and we weren’t idling for 
extended periods. Mercedes pegs the 
fuel costs at 13 cents per kilometre, 
six cents less than the nearest com-
petitor. Resale value after five years 
is, according to Canadian Black Book, 
32%, also best-in-class.

How did we like the Sprinter after 
3,176 kilometres from Edmonton to 
Anchorage? Well, it handled treach-
erous winter conditions admirably, 
starting every day with nary a hitch 
and tracking easily on icy, hilly, twisty 
roads. The tires, Continental Cross-
Contact winter skins, certainly helped. 

The stability control worked in all 
conditions, even on that -38 C day in 
Tok. What I appreciated about the 
stability control is that it was smart 
enough that if you caught a slide 
early and corrected appropriately, it 
let you do the work. If you didn’t, it 
took its direction from you – based 
on where you were steering – to set 
the vehicle back on track.

It’s also adaptive, so it behaves dif-
ferently when the van is empty, when 
it’s loaded, and when it’s loaded un-
evenly. It even saves you from loads 
that greatly increase the vehicle’s 
centre of gravity.

There were a few opportunities for 
improvement: The driver’s seat, while 
adjustable in many ways, lacked lum-
bar support. As well, Bluetooth hands-
free is available, but not standard. As 
distracted-driving laws continue to 
increase, that might be an oversight. 
As mentioned, cabin heat was an issue 
on vans without a closed passenger 
compartment and the longer wheel-
base vans were tossed around pretty 
good by sidewinds.

Sprinter comes as a cargo van and 
a passenger van in two wheelbases, 
three lengths and three roof heights. 
There’s also a 2500-series chassis cab 
dually that can be upfitted to every 
thing from an ambulance to an RV 
to a to a mobile kitchen. 

Kelly Taylor is a veteran automobile 
journalist and a recipient of the Jour-
nalist of the Year award by the Au-
tomobile Journalists’ Association of 
Canada. 

Journalists participating in a road test of the new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter encountered some interesting traffic along the 
way. The cargo van performed surprisingly well in the frigid temperatures.

Sprint to the Arctic
Can one of the smallest commercial vehicles 
withstand the harshest of environments?

Kelly Taylor

Light-Duty 
ReportI
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closed off my February col-
umn with a commitment to 
share some thoughts about 
how I keep myself motivated 
to exercise and eat right while 
dealing with the rigors of the 
trucking lifestyle. I started 

laughing at myself over this. 
After all, I’m a truck driver, not some 

sort of motivational guru. There is no 
sugarcoating the fact that it is as hard 
as hell to put in all the hours we put 
in as professional drivers and still 
find the time to exercise and prepare 
healthy meals. The availability of time, 
or lack of it, is most often cited by driv-
ers as the reason we don’t take better 
care of ourselves. I don’t disagree with 
that statement at all. It’s a fact.

The irony is that successful pro-
fessional drivers possess the person-
al traits required to create the time 
in their lives to make that lifestyle 
change. Professional drivers are self 
starters, they have the ability to plan 
and organize, they have the ability to 
solve problems as they arise, they are 
able to roll with the punches, they are 
patient, they are tenacious, and they 
possess a high level of commitment.

I can share three things with you 

that I have learned since I smoked my 
last cigarette in the fall of 2000 and 
kicked off my quest to improve the 
quality of my life. These are not mind-
blowing ideas or practices. I haven’t 
developed some sort of revolutionary 
health plan. To me these three things 
are just common sense.
•  I have maintained an aspiration to 

make healthy choices and practices 
a priority in my life;

•  I have an ongoing and flexible plan 
to adopt those healthy choices and 
practices;

•  And I have developed a support net-
work to help me stay focused on those 
healthy choices and practices.
So, you see I don’t have any big mo-

tivational secret or quick fix solution 
to the health challenges we face every 
day as professional drivers. In effect, 
I don’t allow my personal health and 
well-being to be less important than 
the freight I handle every day. 

When I started, it didn’t look this 
simple or straightforward to me. It 
was a messy struggle that started with 
a deep desire for change.

I often say there is no point trying to 
make a change in your life if you don’t 
want to change. It’s why I use the word 
‘aspiration’ and not ‘goal’ or ‘objective.’ 
To aspire to change speaks to an emo-
tional need, a passion, an ambition, 
a deep desire. It’s often a significant 
emotional event you have experienced 
that triggers the deep desire to make a 
change in your life. For me it was a no-
ticeable decline in my health between 
the ages of 38 and 40. I described my-
self at that time as a train wreck just 
waiting to happen. 

I possessed, and practiced, all the 
high-risk factors associated with heart 
disease. I believed then that if I didn’t 
make a change I’d be lucky to make it 
to retirement. It was a very emotional 
time for me. I think it was the first time 
I had come face to face with my own 
mortality. So this is where my aspira-
tion to make healthy choices and prac-
tices a priority in my life comes from. 
It is a very powerful source of motiva-
tion for me. It’s a place I have left be-
hind and will never go back to.

So when it comes to your health and 
well-being, what is your greatest aspi-
ration? Forget about how you would ac-
complish it at the moment, forget about 
goal setting and planning. Don’t think 
about having to exercise or quit smok-
ing or change your eating habits. Put 
those thoughts aside for the moment. 
Just picture yourself five to 10 years 
down the road. 

How do you picture yourself? What 
would you have to change in your dai-
ly life to meet that aspiration? The an-
swer is different for each one of us. It 
takes a lot of introspection, a lot of time 
being brutally honest with yourself to 
answer those questions. It’s not com-
fortable for most of us to do. It’s far eas-
ier to leave your life on cruise and wait 
until you run into something.

But having a lifelong aspiration is 
the ‘Big Idea’ and it won’t resolve all 
the issues you face in the daily grind of 
a driver’s life, or any life for that matter. 

That’s where devising a flexible plan 
and developing a support network 
comes in. This is where you do all the 
hard work, especially at first. The trick 
I learned is not to try to do too much, 
not to set your sights too high. Slow and 
steady wins the race when it comes to 
forming new habits. More on this next 
month.  

Al Goodhall has been a professional 
long-haul driver since 1998. He shares 
his experiences via his ‘Over the Road’ 
blog at http://truckingacrosscanada.
blogspot.com. You can also follow him 
on Twitter at Twitter.com/Al_Goodhall.

Achieving a healthy lifestyle 
begins with an aspiration

Al Goodhall

Over the
road
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doing an inspection, it won’t be good.”
His request granted, McGee sent the 

truck over for the inspection, which it 
passed. Precedent set, they did this a 
couple more times, leading to a situ-
ation in which “when it came time for 
the random inspections – the big blitzes 
that they do – they wouldn’t touch our 
guys because they knew they’d already 
been inspected and they’re good to go.”

Once ensconced in the centre seat at 
Harbour Link Container Services, Mc-
Gee thought about taking the idea to 
the next step: scheduling inspections 
for the whole fleet, on-site. 

“Instead of them getting stuck for an 
hour-and-a-half inspection for both 
the truck and the trailer and then, if 
there’s any out-of-service issues, you 
have to worry about your load,” he 
explained, “we just took a proactive 
stance, and made sure that the prop-
er pre-trips and post-trips were done, 
that the driver maintained the equip-
ment, that his brakes were set all the 
time. We just went really hardcore to 
ensure we weren’t stuck at any road-
side inspections, and that if we were, 
it was quick and easy.”

Delta police were once again a tad 
bemused, but, said McGee, “We met 
a couple of times and expressed what 
our intent was – I think they were 
caught a bit off-guard by our request 
– but they thought about it and talked 
to the superintendent and then came 
back and said they’d do it.”

The inspections were done over a 
three-day period, and were the same 
full-meal deal they could expect from 
a roadside pull-over. 

“We had the jacks on-site,” McGee 
said, “and went through the whole pro-
cess with them, very thorough inspec-
tions to the point where if there was 

something they thought didn’t look 
quite right but it wasn’t yet at the point 
where it would be illegal, they’d give 
us a chance to fix it right away before 
they let the truck go.”

One might think that such a compre-
hensive inspection regime would wreak 
havoc on the facility, as well as costing 
the company money by taking trucks 
off the road for the duration. McGee, 
however, said the balancing act wasn’t 
as precarious as one might think. 

“We’re fortunate enough that we 
have a fairly large fleet,” he said, “and 
the week they came in wasn’t an ex-
tremely busy week.” 

How it worked was that when a truck 
would come into the yard, it was placed 
next in line for inspection. 

“We didn’t pre-select any of the 
equipment because we wanted to get a 
really true picture of where we stood,” 
McGee said, “and so we made sure the 
guys didn’t know what was happen-
ing so it would be a fair inspection. We 
didn’t separate any of our lease/oper-
ators from our company trucks; they 
all got inspected, whatever was avail-
able at the time the bay was empty.”

 And there were a couple of issues 
discovered, though nothing serious. 
“We ran into some minor issues that 
were brought to our attention, both 
our equipment and the trucks,” Mc-
Gee said, “but there were no out-of-
service issues.” 

Which, in itself, was actually good 
news. “It gave us the opportunity to see 
what issues we had to pay attention to, 
and so now it’s part of our program,” 
McGee added.

It worked out pretty well for the po-
lice, too. 

“What they did was create an op-
portunity for us to go in, work with 
the business itself, inspect the trucks 
and give them recommendations 
around what needed repairs,” said 

Const. Ciaran Feenan, 
media relations officer 
for the Delta Police. “I 
do know they had some 
vehicles that needed 
attention, but there 
was nothing major.”

McGee said the po-
lice dedicated three 
officers “to give us a 
hand and they saw 
just as many trucks in 
that three days as they 
would at the scale or 
sitting on the side of 
the road.” 

They not only went 
over the hardware with a fine-toothed 
comb, they got involved with the peo-
ple, too. 

“They provided a lot of insight,” Mc-
Gee said, “and the best part was that 
they used the time when they were 
doing the inspections with the drivers 
to really educate them about making 
sure their brakes are properly set and 
small things that an average driver 

wouldn’t necessarily normally catch.”
Feenan agreed. “What it did was al-

low us to go and build relationships, talk 
about the issues and just make an aware-
ness about what (the inspectors) do.”

Once the inspections were com-
pleted, the inspection team also 
spent some t ime w ith Harbour 
Link’s management team, appris-
ing them of “what they found, what 
needed to be repaired, what was 
borderline and needed to be looked 
at soon,” McGee said.

The whole ball of wax was part of 
Harbour Link’s commitment to living 
and doing business in Delta in the best 
way possible. 

“Delta’s a fairly small community 
and the way we look at it is that we’re 
a community trucking company,” Mc-
Gee said. 

“We run the streets of Delta, we run 
back and forth to Deltaport, our facility 
is located in Delta. We’re one of Vancou-
ver’s larger drayage companies, servic-
ing all four ports and the two rail facili-
ties and with the number of trucks we 
have on the roads – and knowing that 
our families are on the road as well – we 
want to ensure that if something were to 
happen, that we know we did our best 
to ensure that it wasn’t one of our trucks 
that was involved.”

That, of course, fits right in with the 
police’s mandate. 

“One of our strategic goals with the 
Delta Police Department is to have 
the safest roads in B.C.,” Feenan said. 
“We have a large trucking contin-
gency that comes through our roads 
and our highways every day and so, 
by having initiatives like this, we’re 
able to be proactive and preventative 
at the same time to ensure safety on 
our roads.”

With one such inspection extrava-
ganza under his belt, McGee is hope-
ful they can do it again. “We’ve talk-
ed about it,” he said, “and depending 
on the Delta Police at the time, that’ll 
determine if they want to participate 
again. I hope they will continue on and 
make it a once-a-year-type thing. We’re 
trying to be as proactive as we can.”

And it looks as if the “Delta Force” 
is up for the mutually beneficial chal-
lenge. “Certainly, if they felt they need-
ed (it), we would be more than happy 
to work with them,” said Feenan. “It’s 
one of those community-based po-
licing initiatives where we want work 
with the community.”

Is this an idea whose time has come 
– even to the point where such in-
spections could become mandatory? 
“Certainly, at this point, it’s a volun-
tary kind of agreement,” said Feenan, 
noting that their strategy isn’t going to 
change going forward, at least for the 
foreseeable future. 

“We’ll run the commercial vehicle 
inspection initiative here in Delta in 
April, which we always do,” he noted, 
“where we work with a collaborative 
unit of multijurisdictional agencies 
in and around road safety in Delta. So 
this is just another initiative that our 
commercial vehicle unit is trying to be 
proactive with.”

As for whether any other companies 
are looking toward taking such proac-
tive measures in the meantime, Feen-
an said, “Any of the companies within 
Delta, in terms of our community, are 
more than welcome to be proactive in 
their businesses and have a commer-
cial vehicle unit come out and inspect 
their trucks.”   

Delta police were initially caught off-guard by the unusual request from a trucking company to have inspectors come over 
for a look at its equipment, but the arrangement worked well for both parties.                           Photo by The Delta Optimist

Come on in, have a look
Continued from page 1

‘It gave us the 
opportunity to 
see what issues 
we had to pay 
attention to.’ 

  Tim McGee, Harbour Link
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would like to use this  column 
as a way of sharing some of 
the things I’ve learned over 
the years, mostly about im-
proving fuel economy and 
lowering maintenance and 
operating costs. 

Coming from the UK, where diesel 
fuel is extremely expensive and rates 
are low, it’s a subject dear to my heart.

I’ve done extensive research, had 
many hours of training from indus-
try experts and put a lot of what I’ve 
learned into practice, so it would be 
very simple to hit the keyboard and e-
mail the results to the editor – money 
for old rope, really.

However, I just can’t. Something 
always comes up that changes things 
and there seems to be a pattern to 
that something. Yes, you’ve guessed 
it, emissions. Or to be more accurate, 
the failure of the emission control sys-
tems on modern trucks.

A good friend of mine runs a trucking 
company with 20 trucks. His fleet is all 
under three years old, with the excep-
tion of a couple city trucks. If you knew 
nothing about modern trucks and lis-
tened to this guy talk, you would think 
he was jinxed or was paying the price 

for misdemeanors in a previous life. In 
the last six months there has not been a 
single week where he has had his whole 
fleet out on the road earning money. 
Some weeks a quarter of the fleet is in 
a shop somewhere in North America 
and every single problem is somehow 
related to EGR, the DPF or SCR.

As I write these words, he has three 
trucks off the road. These three trucks 
have been off the road for over a week. 
Two of them had spent a week in the 
shop before this visit too. 

One of them had a new SCR system 
fitted and was off the road for a week. 
It then went 1,200 miles before shut-
ting down, this time with a DPF fault. 

It needs a complete new DPF system 
fitted; the only problem is that there 
are only two available in North Amer-
ica, one in Chicago, the other in Cana-
da. The truck, meanwhile, sits in Texas.

The second truck also needs a new 
DPF system, despite having a new one 

fitted the previous week. It is currently 
on day seven in the shop and the light 
at the end of the tunnel is conspicuous 
by its absence. 

The third truck has SCR issues, so far 
three days in and the shop has gotten 
as far as diagnosing that it has SCR is-
sues, but they do not know the specif-
ics. I’ve spoken to all three drivers and 
they tell me they are not alone, there 
are other drivers in the same position 
at each of the dealerships. 

And to make matters even worse, 
each of the trucks has a different brand 
of engine. Two different truck manufac-
turers are involved too, so these prob-
lems are not isolated. In my opinion, the 
whole EGR, DPF, SCR thing is a disaster. 
Worse still is the sad fact that not only 
are there big problems with the sys-
tems, when they do go wrong, nobody 
seems to know how to put them right. 
They keep throwing parts at the prob-
lem hoping that it will go away. 

And to add insult to injury, the parts 
are never in stock, in one case last year 
at this specific company a truck was 
waiting for parts for three weeks. 

Out of the 15 new trucks, not one of 
them has been trouble-free. Two have 
needed engines rebuilt with less than 

300,000 miles on them, both caused 
by EGR cooler failure which led to ex-
cessive bearing wear caused by cool-
ant in the oil. These two are part of a 
batch of three trucks that are pre-SCR. 
The third one is suffering from low oil 
pressure, a sure sign of bearing wear. 

The only good thing about any of 
this is that the work is all covered un-
der warranty. The loss of earnings, lay-
over pay and hotel bills are not, and 
this sorry saga is having a major effect 
on my friend’s business. He did have 
plans for expansion, the work is there, 
but he doesn’t want any more head-
aches than he already has, so no more 
trucks will be added in the near future. 

Not until somebody, somewhere, 
can get a grip on these malfunctioning 
emissions control systems and he can 
send a truck down the road, confident 
it will be able to return without spend-
ing a week in the shop along the way.

Now to finish on a positive note, he 
has four trucks that are trouble-free, 
the two city trucks, which are old over-
the-road tractors with the bunks re-
moved. They have pre-emission en-
gines and he also has two gliders with 
pre-emission engines: no EGR, no 
DPF, no SCR, no breakdowns. A coin-
cidence? I think not. 

A fourth generation trucker andtruck-
ing journalist, Mark Lee uses his 25 
years of transcontinental trucking in 
Europe, Asia, North Africa and now 
North America to provide an alterna-
tive view of life onthe road. You can read 
his blog at www.brandttruck.com/blog

It’s time to get a handle on 
emissions-related breakdowns

Mark Lee

You say tomato 
I say tomahtoI
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Larry Frazier
Carlile Fleet Maintenance Manager 
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By Adam Ledlow  

The stunning collapse in the value 
of many Internet companies near 
the turn of the century – known as 
the burst of the “dot-com bubble” – 
had far-reaching consequences, with 
many still being felt to this day. The 
most obvious was the stock market 
crash and the recession that followed 
in the early 2000s, but another was a 
tendency to be wary, if not outright 
dismissive, of new Web-based pro-
grams and platforms. Many compa-
nies were burned during the boom 
period, and were damned if they were 
going to let it happen again.  

Emerging in the years immediate-
ly following the dot-com burst was 
a new form of online interaction, 
which eventually came to be known 
as social media. Today, social media, 
via channels such as Facebook and 
Twitter, is still victim to that post-
boom wariness, struggling to find 
universal acceptance as a business 
tool in a number of industries, in-
cluding trucking. 

Though it’s been hailed by some 
as one of the most important trends 
in business over the last decade, so-
cial media is still at loggerheads with 
a number of detractors, who label it 
as fad at best and a complete waste 
of time at worst. And for many truck-
ing companies, the lack of perceived 
benefits of social media has been 
enough for them to avoid the online 
party altogether.

“Most trucking company CEOs can-
not see the value in social media ex-
cept for some very specific purpos-
es (ie. driver recruitment),” says Dan 
Goodwill, president of Dan Goodwill 
& Associates.

Here in North America, research 
from Palmer Marketing indicates 
that Canadian trucking companies 
are even less enthused about social 
media than their American counter-
parts. Jerry Popowicz, director of In-
ternet strategy at Palmer, says there 
are likely two major factors as to why 
US trucking companies have a greater 
social media presence than those in 
Canada – and both boil down to size.

With US trucking companies mak-
ing up roughly 90% of the largest for-
hire carriers in North America, many 
trucking companies don’t have the 
manpower necessary to put a for-
ward-thinking marketing department 
in place, says Popowicz.

“Bigger companies also have bigger 
marketing budgets and there are only 
two Canadian companies that crack 
the top 30 for-hire carrier list in North 
America,” he told Truck West. “Trans-
Force, which is the largest Canadian 
company on the list, doesn’t have a 
social media strategy in place, and 
because it has many divisions under 
its umbrella, suffers from marketing 
fragmentation. Many Canadian car-
riers just don’t spend enough on mar-
keting because of budget, so even if 
they have a forward-thinking market-
ing department, they just don’t have 
the money.”

But Popowicz says that the slug-
gish adoption of social media is far 
from limited to the trucking industry. 
“Companies that are focused on the 
consumer have adopted social me-
dia in much greater numbers than 
B2B-focused organizations, so I don’t 
think that slow adoption is exclusive 
to the trucking industry,” he said.

Turning the tide
But the tide appears to be turning. The 
annual Best Fleets to Drive For compe-
tition, put on by the Truckload Carriers 
Association (TCA) and CarriersEdge, 
identifies for-hire trucking companies 
that provide the best workplace expe-
riences for their drivers. CarriersEdge 
president Mark Murrell says there has 
been a marked shift in trucking com-
pany attitudes about social media since 
the program began. 

“In the 2009 edition of the program 
(the first year), the words ‘Facebook’ 
and ‘Twitter’ do not appear in any fleet 
report or driver survey at all – no one 
using, discussing, or even asking about 
them,” Murrell told Truck West. “In 
2013, close to two-thirds of the partici-
pating fleets were actively using some 
form of social media.”

One such fleet is Saskatoon, Sask.-
based Yanke Group of Companies, an 
avid social media user and – perhaps 
not coincidentally – the only fleet in 
North America to make the Best Fleets 
to Drive For list in all five years since 
the program began.

Yanke first dipped its toe in the so-
cial media pool about two years ago, in 

an effort to – as social media manag-
er Carlene Deutscher puts it – present 
itself as a “leader in the industry and 
(stay) on top of technology.”

Deutscher admits that Yanke’s main 
goal at the outset was to harness social 
media’s recruitment possibilities, “but 
it didn’t take long for us to realize that 
it was an excellent way to communi-
cate and engage with our professional 
transport operators. We noticed that 
their family members enjoyed being 
able to keep up to date with that was 
going on, either on the road or in the 
office. We had operators commenting 
that they liked being able to look at pic-
tures and finally know what the voice 
at the end of the phone looked like. It’s 
almost like our social media platforms 
were being used to further bond and 
unite our employees.”

Despite having but two years of ex-
perience under its belt, Yanke’s social 
media reach is extensive, using some of 
best-known platforms like Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube, in ad-
dition to Prezi (for dynamic presenta-
tions), SurveyMonkey (for internal sur-
veys), MailChimp (for newsletters), as 
well as a forthcoming corporate blog in 
2013, which will include content from 

members across the Yanke universe in-
cluding dispatchers, drivers, and mul-
timodal and executive staff.

“We’re engaged into the world of 
social media and are always watch-
ing and anticipating the next trend,” 
Deutscher says.

Another trend-setting trucking com-
pany is Oakville, Ont.-based Caravan 
Logistics, which confirmed its need to 
integrate social media into the com-
pany’s business plan after reading a 
Truck West article two years ago (The 
new social network, cover story, Janu-
ary 2011, Truck West). 

“Social media was becoming a large 
part of daily life, and conversations 
were happening about the industry 
and us. Caravan Logistics was not lis-
tening or being heard,” said Sonia Me-
rena, marketing and public relations, 
Caravan Logistics. 

Not wanting to be left out of the con-
versation any longer, Caravan launched 
its social media initiative two years ago, 
hoping to create a source of two-way 
communication between the compa-
ny, its drivers and the general public.

“Facebook has helped to strengthen 
the bond between office staff and our 
professional drivers; creating a space 
for drivers, office staff, and the gen-
eral public to interact and ask ques-
tions, provide answers or share per-
sonal experiences while on the road,” 
Merena says. 

“Our Facebook fans share a lot of 
great and personal moments with us 
and we love it. Fans share their mem-
orable moments or special occasions, 
such as their wedding pictures with a 
Caravan Logistics truck or announce 
their engagements or baby news.”

Merena says even the owners are ac-
tively engaged in Caravan’s Facebook 
page, writing feedback or liking photos 
posted by others. “It’s all about sharing 
and contributing; one big social me-
dia family.”

An extension of its Facebook page, 
Caravan’s Twitter account has been 
an outlet to communicate with po-
tential customers and find sales leads, 
but mostly targets the general public, 
allowing them to write comments or 
questions directed at the company. 

“It is very important to know what 
is going on in the community and to 
let people know that you care about 
their opinions, especially with the en-
vironmental push and the size of your 
trucks,” Merena says.

Smaller fleets 
more ‘social’
While Palmer Marketing’s research re-
vealed that Canadian trucking com-
panies are less likely to engage in so-
cial media than US-based firms, it also 
found that bigger companies lag be-
hind smaller ones.

“Bigger fleets are run by committees, 
and this sometimes becomes a barrier to 
quickly putting a proper marketing strat-
egy in place,” says Palmer’s Popowicz. 

“If you’re an owner of a smaller fleet 
and are in tune with online marketing 
trends, you will be more likely to im-
plement them on your own, and much 
quicker within your organization, as the 
sole decision-maker.”

One company bucking this trend 
is Winnipeg’s Bison Transport, one of 
the largest for-hire carriers in Canada.  
After being involved in social media on 

Late 
for 
the 
party 
Canadian trucking companies have been 
slow to adopt social media into their 
business plans. Will a changing industry 
convince fleets to finally ‘get social’? 

social media

Continued on page 18
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“a limited basis” for the past few years,  
Bison expanded its activities “in a strate-
gic way” in 2012, creating “well-defined 
goals for all platforms” in the process, 
says  corporate  marketing  manager,  
Lionel Johnston. 

Now active on Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn and YouTube, Johnston 
says the company’s main objectives 
are to “communicate our brand, pro-
vide customer service, share career 
opportunities and to provide a forum 
for discussion.” 

With an increase in Facebook fans, 
more engagement on Twitter, and 

trackable conversion rates towards its 
Web site, Johnston says Bison has cer-
tainly seen successes since making its 
foray into social media, but cautions 
companies still on the fence to con-
sider their approach carefully before 
venturing forward.

“For the companies that dismiss so-
cial media, they likely have either not 
tried it yet, or tried it without a proper 
strategy,” he says.

And the lack of a proper social media 
strategy seems to be something of an 
epidemic for Canadian trucking com-
panies. According to an internal survey 
conducted by Palmer Marketing, of the 

top 30 largest Canadian carriers, 40% 
have a Facebook business page, but only 
10% of those companies seem to have an 
actual Facebook strategy in place. 

“The amount of total ‘likes’ for all of 
those companies is well under 5,000, 
which is a very low number, and speaks 
to the opportunities available for  
Canadian transportation companies,” 
says Popowicz. 

“While most companies have a Linke-
dIn page, only a handful (33%) utilize it 
for recruiting, brand or company aware-
ness, or communicating the company’s 
value proposition. Twitter seems to be 
the least active social media platform 

among this group, with the engagement 
level being at 30%.”

Goodwill says that in order for truck-
ing companies to be successful, they 
must have a social media strategy with 
a clear focus and objectives. 

“The social media tools one uses 
should be matched up against the ob-
jectives. Is the objective to obtain sales 
leads? Then one needs to offer some sort 
of white paper that requires the comple-
tion of an online form. This can be done 
by writing a blog on certain topics and 
showing expertise in an area,” Goodwill 
says. “If the objective is to use the media 
for recruiting, LinkedIn and Facebook 
can be very useful. Metrics can include 
quality sales leads, prospective candi-
dates for jobs, Twitter followers, etc.”

“Companies need to look at social me-
dia as a marketing channel, just like they 
view the traditional channels of print, 
radio, TV, etc.,” adds Popowicz. 

He points to a driver recruiting cam-
paign using social media as an example. 
“It would probably be a lot less expen-
sive, but more effective than doing re-
cruiting through a traditional marketing 
channel. We have clients that have suc-
cessfully recruited drivers from a Face-
book recruitment campaign, by using 
targeted advertising.” 

CarriersEdge’s Murrell says mul-
tiple f leets from the Best Fleets to 
Drive For program are reporting that 
they’ve hired appreciable numbers of 
drivers and owner/operators direct-
ly through Facebook – with some at-
tracting upwards of 25% of their new 
hires via the platform.

Popowicz points to LinkedIn as 
another great networking platform 
that, in addition to helping compa-
nies build their business and promote 
their brand, is also good for manage-
ment-level recruitment. 

Social media 
wariness is waning
While some Canadian f leets have 
been slow to join the social media 
party, dismissive attitudes towards 
social media in general are waning in 
the industry, with most carriers focus-
ing less on if they should be getting in-
volved and more on how to get involved 
most effectively.

For Montreal, Que.-based carri-
er Trans-West, an ardent social media 
user across a variety of platforms, mak-
ing social media part of company cul-
ture is “imperative” to the industry’s  
future success. 

“The labour shortage in the trans-
port sector is alarming. To address this 
issue, it is imperative that we listen to the 
current generation of truck drivers. Our 
long-haul drivers are using new tech-
nologies more and more in their profes-
sional and personal lives, both on the 
road and at home,” says Trans-West so-
cial media coordinator, Sophie Jacob. 

“Making optimal use of these tools 
and our presence on the Web allows us 
to communicate better with drivers, re-
gardless of the platform used. Being at-
tentive and accessible, and providing 
meaningful exchanges are indispens-
able if we want to maintain fruitful re-
lationships with the drivers of today and 
tomorrow.

“The high participation rates and the 
comments we receive from our long-
haul drivers confirm to us that these 
new means of communication are here 
to stay.” 

Before we begin...
If you’re now ready to make social media part of your busi-
ness plan going forward, consider these points from Dan 
Goodwill, president of Dan Goodwill & Associates before 
– and shortly after – you get started: 
• Before you jump in, take some time every day to read 
tweets from certain people whom you respect. 
• Find out what is being said about your company in so-
cial media. 
• Join a few LinkedIn groups that are directly related to 
particular areas of interest. 
• When someone asks a question that you can answer 
well, do so. Demonstrate expertise.

• Watch grammar and punctuation. Poorly written 
tweets, posts and blogs are a direct reflection on you 
and your company.
• Figure out a strategy to highlight where your compa-
ny has a definite expertise. Reinforce that expertise by 
helping potential clients cover a load or move a truck. 
People and companies get noticed, not by sending out 
promotional e-mails, but by demonstrating expertise, by 
being positive and helpful.

• There is no point in setting up a Twitter or Linke -
dIn page and then waiting for people to come to you. 
They won’t. 

Canadian trucking companies lacking
social media strategy: Palmer survey
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ou know cargo theft 
must be a problem in 
the trucking industry 
when stolen goods are 
described as something 
that “falls off a truck.” It 
might be more accurate 

to say some of the goods simply roll 
through the front gate. A 2011 study 
on behalf of the Canadian Trucking 
Alliance – and sponsored in part by 
Northbridge Insurance – valued cargo 
theft as a $5-billion-a-year problem. 
And much of that cargo is on-board 
trailers stolen directly from fleet yards.

The threat hardly ends with high-
value products like liquor, automotive 
parts, and video games. Thieves have 
recently been targeting everything from 
diapers to produce because the goods 
can be quickly divided, sold and con-
sumed. The ill-gotten gains often move 
into the black market before anyone 

receives a call about their abandoned, 
empty trailers sitting on a back road.

Still, it is possible to secure a fleet yard 
and send discouraged thieves search-
ing for other targets. A well-maintained 
fence will be an important feature when 
protecting any site, but even that can be 
enhanced by limiting the number of en-
trances and exits, and including gates 
with electronic locks which open only 
with a key fob. Live security personnel 
or other fleet staff can check every driver 
in and out of the yard, and block any load 
that is not scheduled to leave. 

Landscaping will make a difference on 

its own. A few well-constructed earthen 
berms or strategically placed rocks can 
keep thieves from cutting through the 
fence in a secluded area of a yard, driv-
ing through the opening, and coupling 
up to their trailer of choice.

And a few extra lights and securi-
ty cameras around the yard can serve 
as both a deterrent and a crime-fight-
ing tool. Even if a load is still targeted, a 
well-aimed camera will offer a clear view 
of every vehicle plate and driver’s face, 
while a 30-day recording can be used to 
spot any unusual activities that occurred 
before the cargo was actually stolen.

Trailers that must be parked on their 
own can be secured with products 
ranging from kingpin locks to electron-
ic tracking technologies. Some options 
will just offer a bigger deterrent than 
others. For example, a poorly construct-
ed kingpin lock might shatter under the 
force of a fifth wheel; cone-shaped de-
signs can keep jaws from actually align-
ing with the pin. But cargo thefts tend 
to be more than crimes of opportuni-
ty. Thieves who are looking for specific 
freight need to steal information long 
before they hook up to a trailer.

The details about a load can be 
shared innocently enough. Drivers 
have been known to brag about their 
cargo during lunches at a truck stop.  
Inside a fleet office, the member of a 
contracted cleaning crew may thumb 
their way through the records dumped 
in a recycling bin rather than being 
carted away to a shredder. 

Another member of the staff might 
take the opportunity to peek at the bills 
of lading that were stacked on a counter 
rather than being secured in a filing cab-
inet. Once armed with the right informa-
tion, thieves can focus their attention 
well beyond a fleet yard, whether the 
trailer is parked at a closed strip plaza or 
in the far reaches of a massive truck stop. 
Fleets can help to protect against these 
thefts by informing drivers about secure 
yards that are available along a planned 
route. Orientation programs also offer 
a great chance to inform new drivers 
about security protocols that should be 
followed at home and on the road.

Consider how something as simple 
as parking techniques can make a dif-
ference. Trailers that are parked back to 
back, with the barn doors facing each 
other, will be harder to unload in a hurry. 
And a trailer coupled to a tractor will al-
ways be harder to steal than a unit with 
an exposed kingpin. Dispatchers have 
their own role to play when protecting 
the freight. Rather than arranging for 
a high-value load to be picked up and 
stored in a fleet yard for several days, 
they can try to schedule a pick-up when 
the cargo actually needs to move. 

Another option is to unload the con-
tents of an unsealed trailer into a se-
cure warehouse. Or maybe a consign-
ee will accept the freight earlier than 
expected.These may seem like small 
steps, but they can all play an impor-
tant role in protecting the cargo under 
your care and control. 

This month’s expert is Evelyn Cartmill, 
risk services specialist. She has served 
the trucking industry for over 15 years in 
the areas of human resources, safety and 
compliance. Northbridge Insurance is a 
leading Canadian commercial insurer 
built on the strength of four companies 
with a long-standing history in the mar-
ketplace and has been serving the truck-
ing industry for more than 60 years. 

Focus on yard security will ensure 
nothing ‘falls off the truck’

Evelyn Cartmill

Ask the
ExpertsY
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he heavy truck air quality 
regulations culminating 
in the 2010 “smog-free” 
truck engines have been 
heralded by governments 
and industry alike as 
among the most impor-

tant clean air initiatives in history. 
The regulations (which were intro-

duced in the US and Canada) have 
been credited with reducing the inci-
dence of asthma and lung cancer. They 
are held out as an example of interna-
tional cooperation and harmonization. 

Getting there was no easy feat. In 
order to comply with the law, engine 
manufacturers invested billions of dol-
lars in research and testing. Customers 
paid an “environmental premium” on 
the purchase price for the new equip-
ment. They also saw fuel economy de-
crease (a trade-off for cleaner air) and 
maintenance costs rise. 

These additional costs were and are 
painful. But, most people in the in-
dustry have taken the view that the 
emissions standards are the right 
thing to do – for the planet, for our 
children; and, ultimately for the in-
dustry which has for too long been a 
convenient whipping boy and easy 

target for environmentalists and  
politicians. 

The pain that individual companies 
felt was mitigated in part by the fact 
that everyone was supposed to be in 
the same boat; that your competitor 
was going to have the same challenges 
as you in trying to get your custom-
ers to pay more to cover the increased 
costs. It was supposed to be a collec-
tive pain. 

However, there are always those 
who will seek to get a leg up on every-
one else by trying to find a way around 
the rules. By now most people in the 
trucking industry have at least heard 
about the repair shops and garages 
that seem quite happy to dismantle or 
otherwise tamper with the new trucks’ 
air quality controls for a fee. Some of 
the people involved in this activity are 
doing so on the quiet, under the noses 
of the regulators. Others are more bra-
zen and are taking out advertisements 

or promoting their “service” on the 
Web – in plain view of the regulators.

Surely, the regulators – especial-
ly Environment Canada, which in-
troduced the regulations in the first 
place – don’t want to see people tam-
pering with the engines in a blatant 
attempt to get around the emissions 
standards. Surely, they have some 
mechanism for actually enforcing 
their own law. You think?

When CTA brought this issue to 
Environment Canada’s attention, we 
thought they’d be all over it. Instead, 
we were told that the regulations do 
not apply to modifications to vehi-
cles after their first retail sale – even 
though it is acknowledged what these 
shops are doing affects emission per-
formance, it falls under provincial/ter-
ritorial jurisdiction. 

So, CTA’s next step was to contact 
the provincial departments and min-
istries of transportation and offer to 
work with them to develop a strategy 
to target those facilities that are cir-
cumventing the emissions standards. 
It took some time, but some of the 
provincial representatives eventual-
ly acknowledged they do have the au-
thority. Current provincial efforts are 

focused on perhaps tackling the issue 
through the periodic mandatory ve-
hicle inspection. We’ll see.

The incessant ping-pong between 
the feds and the provinces is common-
place. Look at our industry’s experi-
ence with the federal hours-of-service 
regulations, for example. A disjointed 
approach to national standards and 
the enforcement of them is as Cana-
dian as Hockey Night in Canada.  

But that doesn’t make it right. We 
hear a lot from governments these days 
about how they want to reduce red tape 
to make things better for the business 
community. That’s a good thing. 

But, in the trucking industry as big 
or bigger concern than “red tape” is the 
lack of harmonization both in terms 
of regulations and their enforcement 
across the country and the resulting 
distortions visited upon the market-
place. A lack of enforcement of federal 
standards, in this case the emissions 
regulations, not only denigrates the 
credibility of those standards, it also 
tilts the playing field in favour of those 
who don’t comply.  

In part the problem is constitution-
al. Other times it’s administrative or 
just the way things have always been 
done. It doesn’t matter. It’s dumb and 
it’s costly and surely we should be ma-
ture enough as a nation to start dealing 
with these sorts of things in earnest. 

David Bradley is president of the 
Ontario Trucking Associat ion 
and chief executive officer of the  
Canadian Trucking Alliance.

Clean air standards caught in 
Canadian jurisdictional limbo

industry

e seem to have gen-
eral agreement that 
there is a shortage of 
qualified truck driv-
ers in Canada, and 
now the attention 
of the industry and 

the government needs to be turned to-
wards remedies. There are a number of 
examples of important initiatives that 
have already been taken by the indus-
try and a couple of important things 
yet for the government to do.

In the spring of 2012 the Canadian 
Trucking Alliance convened a Blue 
Ribbon Task Force to broadly examine 
the driver shortage. They should be ap-
plauded for their much publicized re-
port that was, in many ways, self criti-
cal of the industry’s own practices. That 
was an interesting and frank approach.

Around the same time the Private 
Motor Truck Council of Canada and 
Motortruck Fleet Executive magazine 
published the comprehensive Bench-
mark Study of Canadian Private Fleet 
practices (still available by contacting 
the PMTC office). Sections of that re-
port delve in to the best practices of 
fleets in areas such as hiring, reten-
tion, rates of pay and benefits, as well 
as training and incentive programs. 

The report provides readers with in-
sight into how other fleets function, 
along with some of the industry’s best 
practices in driver hiring and reten-
tion. There’s a good deal of informa-
tion that fleets can use to assess their 

own operations. In its heyday the Ca-
nadian Trucking Human Resources 
Council (CTHRC) developed a compre-
hensive driver training program that 
received both darts (too long and too 
expensive) and laurels (comprehen-
sive and a good foothold on the career 
path). CTHRC went further by auditing 
schools to ensure that the curriculum 
was being used properly. 

The industry continues to wear a 
poor image the way a beaver wears 
a pelt – hard to shake off. But, if we 
could change that image it would lead 
to more interest in the industry from 
young people and that would surely 
bolster the dwindling cadre of profes-
sional drivers. Better entry-level train-
ing is part of upgrading the profession 
and would yield long-term benefits in 
the supply of new entrants.

Despite these efforts on the part of 
industry, success stories in solving the 
shortage of qualified drivers are few in 
number. In fact, the recent econom-
ic downturn may have had more to 
do with alleviating the problem than 
anything else. A shortage of freight and 
consolidation of carriers equals less 
demand for drivers.

But the problem has not gone away, 

and it will be exacerbated as the econ-
omy rebounds and demand for trans-
portation services increases.

With that in mind, the industry 
needs to continue its efforts to improve 
working conditions and make truck 
driving a job in which an individual 
can earn a good living and have some 
pride. But there are other issues that 
need attention that affect the short-
fall. For example, the classification for 
a truck driver in the National Occupa-
tion Classification (NOC) is overdue for 
a review and here’s why that matters.

Absent an influx of Canadian youth 
looking for jobs as truck drivers, it is 
natural for carriers to look outside of 
Canada for qualified people that might 
want to immigrate. Those people are 
there and are willing to come to Cana-
da, but the NOC presents some Olym-
pian-level hurdles.

The NOC has assigned truck driv-
ing as a ‘Skill Level C’ occupation, 
which means that truck drivers don’t 
rank high on the list of desirable im-
migrants. 

That makes it difficult for an over-
seas driver willing to immigrate to 
bring his or her skill set to the Cana-
dian trucking industry. Some of these 
drivers have a good deal of experience 
in Europe, for example, and could be a 
fit for the Canadian industry.

NOC levels run from a high of A to 
a low of D, so you can readily figure 
out what the government thinks of the 
skills required of today’s truck driver. 

To quote the Web site of Human Re-
sources and Skills Development Cana-
da, Level C occupations “generally re-
quire completion of secondary school 
and some job-specific training or com-
pletion of courses directly related to 
the work.” In our view that is one big 
over-simplification.

In part because of the NOC level, 
employers wishing to utilize immi-
gration as a source of truck drivers are 
limited to various temporary worker 
programs. 

While this is of some help in the 
short term, employers are less likely to 
invest in training and other traditional 
employee-related programs for these 
drivers, whom they will only have for 
a relatively short period of time. 

This, unfortunately, contributes fur-
ther to the high levels of driver turn-
over in the industry, and does noth-
ing to address the long-term issue of 
the industry’s need for skilled drivers.

PMTC and other industry groups 
would like to see the National Occupa-
tion Classification upgraded to better 
recognize the skills required to drive 
trucks in Canada today.  This would be 
an important step toward making im-
migration a realistic source of drivers 
that the industry requires. 

The Private Motor Truck Council is 
the only national association dedicat-
ed to the private trucking communi-
ty. Direct comments and questions to  
trucks@pmtc.ca.

David Bradley

Industry
Issues

Revising NOC could help with driver shortage

W Bruce Richards

Private
Matters
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Why small fleets can’t hire new drivers
s small carriers, we of-
ten watch job appli-
cants leave our offices 
confused as to why, de-
spite seemingly accept-
able credentials, they 
were not hired as driv-

ers. Maybe I can shed some light.
First, newly-licensed applicants 

need to gain at least two years’ ex-
perience with a large carrier before a 
small carrier can hire you. Our insur-
ance providers will not allow us to hire 
anyone with less than two years’ expe-
rience, and even that often involves a 
premium increase. 

Even if you prove yourself to be an 
exceptional talent, as some new li-
cencees are, we can’t hire you. This 
has been the case for many years, so 

if a driving school tells you otherwise, 
they are not simply confused or mis-
taken, they lied. 

Small carriers are locked in to a very 
firm set of insurance provider-dictat-
ed recruitment rules. In some cases, a 
driver we may not accept can apply at 
a large carrier and be accepted almost 
immediately, creating obvious confu-
sion for newcomers to the industry. 

Large carriers may be able hire new 
trainees, recent immigrants, or those 
with shaky driving histories. This is 

because the large carrier will often be 
self-insured, meaning the lion’s share 
of their insurance coverage is for liabili-
ties. Deductibles on vehicle damage are 
so astronomically high, claims are rare. 

How did a driver I couldn’t hire be-
come acceptable just because the truck 
has a different name on the door? This 
can be very frustrating for the small 
carrier, as well as the driver, as there 
are many drivers who are quite quali-
fied, but lacking in experience. 

Imagine finding the ideal driver for 
your empty truck, yet being unable 
to hire them due to insurance guide-
lines that only apply to small carri-
ers. My equipment is an important 
asset, not just a unit number, and no-
body operates it unless I have com-
plete faith in their ability. 

Older, experienced drivers and own-
er/operators need to bear in mind the 
primary difference between dealing 
with small and large carriers.

At the large carrier, you will deal 
with someone whose title is recruiter. 
The recruiter’s duty is to recruit, not to 
retain. They are often under pressure 
to hire new drivers. As a result, if your 
ability or attitude is slightly lacking, 
but your abstract and resume look al-
right, you will likely be hired. 

Apply at the small carrier, and your 
recruiter likely wears the following 
hats: human resources, payroll, safety, 
dispatch, maintenance, senior driver, 
and/or owner. As such, this person has 
a huge financial and personal stake 
in the company. If you are the most 
qualified, hardest worker to ever walk 
through the door, but your attitude is 
horrible, you will remain unemployed. 

I once interviewed a man in his 50s, 
who boasted a 35-year safety record, 
who arrived with a briefcase because 
it was the only container he had large 
enough to contain all his awards. His 
impression was that I would obvious-
ly hire him immediately, and use him 
as the benchmark for all future hires. 

I’ve been on road tests that disap-
pointed me, but until that day I had 
never been on one that had me fearing 
for my own safety. It seems his clean 
driving record didn’t reflect his driving 
ability, just incredibly good luck, some-
thing he was painfully unaware of. 

An angry phone call from him a 
week later confirmed that no other 
small carrier would hire him either, 
but he didn’t remain unemployed. 
Some desperate fool hired him.

As a side note, you’ll notice that car-
riers of all sizes are guilty of certain re-
cruiting sins. One ad that caught my eye 
before the recession was from an Ontario 
carrier that advertised flatbed company 
driver positions paying “up to” 73 cents 
per mile. A company insider explained 
this number to me. They took the high-
est grossing driver’s T4 earnings, and di-
vided it by the miles he travelled. That 
number, unfortunately, included safety 
bonus, uniform allowance, holiday pay, 
overdimensional bonuses, layovers, tarp 
fees and LTL bonuses. 

That’s hardly a true mileage rate, is 
it? As usual, if it sounds too good to be 
true, it’s usually not true. The real base 
rate in this case was 42 cents per mile. 
The recruiter obviously had exception-
al math skills. This, unfortunately, is a 
common practice.

The biggest downfall to these issues, 
is the lasting impression it leaves with 
younger drivers. After being rejected 
by small carriers, they will gravitate 
to a large carrier. After gaining expe-
rience, they could try employment at 
both small and large carriers, weigh-
ing the merits of each. Unfortunately, 
we are all creatures of habit, and your 
first job in a new industry will likely set 
an unbreakable pattern. 

Bill Cameron and his wife Nancy current-
ly own and operate Parks Transportation, 
a four-truck flatdeck trucking company. 
The company was founded in 1999 with 
a 20-year-old truck, rented flatbed trailer 
and a big dream. Bill can be reached at  
williamcameron.bc@gmail.com.
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By James Menzies

Insurance companies love data. They 
really do. And they’re very good at an-
alyzing and interpreting data. So, it 
should come as little surprise that in-
surance providers are looking for ways 
to tap into the telematics data being 
generated by their fleet customers.

The term telematics is loosely de-
fined as driver behaviour or vehicle 
performance data that’s transmitted 
from a vehicle to a Web site or other 
device for analysis. The term insur-
ance telematics is just now entering the 
Canadian trucking industry’s dialect, 
though in other parts of the world such 
as Europe, it’s practically mainstream.

Scott Cober, vice-president, national 
leader with Marsh Canada’s trucking 
practice, told the Toronto chapter of 
the Fleet Safety Council recently that 
by 2017, there will be 89 million users 
of usage-based insurance around the 
world. Usage-based insurance, or UBI, 
can be broken down into two catego-
ries: Pay As You Drive (where premi-
ums are set based on mileage driven) 
or Pay How You Drive (where premi-
ums reflect driving behaviour, as mea-
sured by on-board telematics).

Insurance companies are particu-
larly interested in PHYD insurance, 
which allows them to set premiums 
that are more indicative of future crash 
risks. The current norm is for insurers 
to set premiums that are based largely 
on past crash history, which says little 
of a fleet or driver’s likelihood of fu-
ture crashes. 

Cober said driving behaviour is 
twice as predictive of future claims 
than any other factor, which is why 
insurance providers are eager to ac-
cess the telematics data being gener-
ated by fleets. Nine of 10 US insurers 
offer some form of usage-based insur-
ance, but Cober said in Canada, only 
Industrial Alliance is actively selling 
insurance in this manner. Their pro-
gram is aimed at young drivers, who 
can save significantly on their auto in-
surance premiums by volunteering to 
install an on-board device that collects 
data on their driving behaviour and 
then shares that data with the insurer.

But Cober predicted that by the third 
of fourth quarter of this year, several 
more Canadian insurers will be offering 

You’ve got data. 
Now, your 
insurer wants it.
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Insurance companies will soon be asking fleets for their telematics data, which 
could result in lower premiums for safe operators.

some form of usage-based insurance.
Cober said trucking fleets that are 

actively using telematics to monitor 
and, when necessary, correct driving 
behaviour, often see a 5-15% reduction 
in their insurance premiums. This is in 
addition to double-digit savings in fuel 
economy. One of the greatest challeng-
es for insurers is that there is no stan-
dard for what data is collected and how 
it’s transmitted, or what thresholds are 
used to define risky driving behaviour. 

There are hundreds of telematics sys-
tems on the market and each one is dif-
ferent. Cober said he’s most impressed 
with the camera-based systems that 
record what took place inside and out-
side the cab in the seconds before, dur-
ing and immediately after an accident. 
In many cases, he said, the truck driv-
er is exonerated by these systems and 
when the driver is at fault, “at least you 
know it right off the bat, so we can set 
up the reserve and settle it.”

Canada has the strictest privacy reg-
ulations in the world, so installing the 
camera-based systems requires writ-
ten permission from drivers. 

Other telematics systems collect 
data on how a truck has been driven, 
analyze it and then create easy-to-in-
terpret driver scorecards. These are 
great, but insurers are struggling with 
the inconsistencies between systems.

“The insurance industry needs a 
standardized scorecard,” Cober said.

Angelique Magi, vice-president of 
strategic initiatives with The Guaran-
tee Company, agreed that standard-
ization would make it easier for insur-
ance companies to set fair premiums.

“We all have our own back-end sys-
tems. Data is great, as long as we have a 
place to put the data and more impor-
tantly, to analyze the data,” she said. 
“What we need in the marketplace, 
frankly, is a way to get your data to talk 
to our systems. That’s what we wrestle 
with. It doesn’t mean insurers are going 
to ignore telematics. We welcome fleets 
using telematics, it’s to the degree that 
you use it. If you can demonstrate that it’s 
part of your culture and show over time 
how you facilitate change in your orga-
nization or have benchmarks and have 
seen improvement, that’s where insur-
ance companies really pay attention.”

Magi said that carriers that are us-
ing telemetics effectively to drive im-
provements in driving behaviour 
should make their insurance broker 
or provider aware of this, even in the 
absence of formal insurance telemat-
ics programs. 

“Keep asking your broker or insur-
ance company, ‘When am I going to 
get credit for this’?” she urged. 

While the use of telematics data by 
insurance companies is still in its in-
fancy in the Canadian market, there’s 
no question the trend will continue 
to grow. Cober said the insurance in-
dustry has identified 2014 as the “tip-
ping point” for insurance telematics. 
He also warned that as the movement 
gains steam, the safer, more pro-
gressive fleets will take advantage of 
telematics to lower their insurance 
costs while those who shun the tech-
nology will be left in an ever-shrinking 
pool of higher-risk carriers, and will 
ultimately pay higher premiums as a 
result. 

The future potential of 
truck telematics
Imagine a prospective new hire showing up at 
your recruiting office with a USB drive in hand, 
containing his or her complete driving record 
over the previous six months. 

Every trip, every day, every mile. Every speed 
limit violation, every evasive manoeuvre, every 
panic stop. All of it presented right there in an 
easy-to-read scorecard format.

That could be a reality sooner than you’d think, 
thanks to the rapidly growing world of truck 
telematics, the machine-to-machine transfer of 
data that streams information on how a truck is 
being operated to a Web portal or device where 
it can be analyzed by a fleet owner, safety man-
ager or insurance company. 

Speaking to the Fleet Safety Council’s Toronto 
chapter in mid-January, Scott Cober, vice-presi-
dent, national leader with Marsh Canada’s truck-
ing practice, said vehicle telematics is more ac-
cessible than ever and can even be captured on 
the latest generation smartphones.

The latest iPhones come equipped with digital 
compasses and accelerometers, and Cober pre-
dicted it will only be three to five years before 
smartphones are capable of providing quality, de-
tailed data on how a vehicle has been operated. 

A driver will be able to plug his or her own 
phone into a portal in the vehicle and then col-
lect their own driving performance data.

Angelique Magi, vice-president of strategic ini-
tiatives with The Guarantee Company, said the 
younger generation drivers are already comfort-
able with technology and will be likely to em-
brace telematics and understand the benefits 
of what it can do for them.

“That generation of driver will welcome tech-
nology and see it as an incentive to work with 
a particular company,” she said. “New drivers 
could show up for an interview with a USB card 
that says ‘This is how I drive, this is my driving 
record for the past six months’.”

With many fleets reporting they now hire only 
10% of the drivers they road test, this informa-
tion would prove invaluable during the recruiting 
process and a way for safe professional drivers to 
ensure employment with their carrier of choice. 

Both Cober and Magi believe telematics is 

reaching a tipping point. 
“The technology side is changing so fast,” 

Cober said. “It’s being pushed to smartphones 
and tablets. You don’t need hardware anymore.”

As for the future of telematics, Magi said it 
will continue to become more all-encompassing. 

She said the technology exists today for so-
called “biometric telematics,” which measures 
much more than how a vehicle is being driven.

“The device sits in the cab of a truck and it 
encompasses the entire atmosphere,” Magi ex-
plained. “It can smell, monitor the driver’s heart 
rate, it can detect a change in posture and it can 
immediately tell if something has gone wrong 
with your driver physically.”

This could help eliminate accidents related to 
driver fatigue or health-related issues.

While that may seem extreme, Cober pointed 
out telematics technology could at least easily 
be adapted for the tracking of cargo. So many 
fleets employ trailer tracking, but the technol-
ogy also exists to attach pill-sized tracking de-
vices to cargo itself. 

Then, instead of retrieving empty trailers follow-
ing a heist, fleets would improve their chances at 
recovering the actual goods that were stolen. 
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Dolyniuk: There is still excess ca-
pacity. If there wasn’t a capacity issue, 
rates would be climbing faster than 
they are today. I don’t see rates jump-
ing upwards by leaps and bounds, 
which tells me that if shippers are not 
happy with Carrier A, they are going to 
Carrier B at a lower rate. I think truck-
load, particularly, has a capacity issue. 

TW: Our research shows large carri-
ers are considerably more optimistic 
about business prospects in 2013 than 
small carriers. They are also much 
more likely to be planning to put high-
er rates in place and be investing in 
new equipment than are smaller car-
riers. Are you concerned about the fu-
ture of small carriers in Manitoba? 

Dolyniuk: During the recession, ev-
erybody was holding on, but, at that 
time, the banks weren’t looking to re-
possess equipment, because, at that 
time, used equipment wasn’t worth 
much. We said at the time you are go-
ing to see the hammer drop once the 
economy starts picking up again. And 
that’s what we’ve seen. 

We’ve seen the demise of smaller 

companies, we’ve seen consolidation 
and you are going to see it continue. 
Because everybody had extreme ca-
pacity through 2008 to 2010, you had 
carriers running where they never ran 
before. They had the idle equipment 
and they were grabbing freight wher-
ever they could. Throughout that, we 
were seeing larger carriers pursuing 
freight that the smaller carriers were 
traditionally handling. When it comes 
to such activity, he who has the deep-
est pockets tends to win. 

TW: You mentioned consolidation. 
Definitely, there is an appetite for 
purchasing smaller, well-run carri-
ers to pick up their business and/or 
their drivers. But do you think we 
will see in the near future in Cana-
da a big buyout or merger, something 
that would be the Canadian equiva-
lent of the Yellow-Roadway merger we 
saw in the US a few years ago? Is there 
an appetite for that?

Dolyniuk:  I guess if the money and 
the will are there, anything is possible. 
You look at the TransForce and Mul-
len models and both have been ex-
tremely successful models with the way 
they’ve allowed the companies they’ve 
purchased to operate independently. 
TransForce still has dollars in the bank 
they are looking to do something with. I 
would say if anyone is going to do some-
thing like that, they would be the ones 
to be in a position to do it. 

TW: From the large carriers you regu-
larly deal with in Manitoba, do you see 
an appetite to risk going after a big deal?

Dolyniuk: I can’t say so from the peo-
ple I regularly speak with, but you also 
have to take a look at some of the non-
trucking holding companies that have 
purchased large trucking companies 
as investments. 

What’s to stop such holding com-

panies from making such a trucking 
company purchase and holding on to 
it for three to five years and then flip-
ping it? That has reasonable potential 
down the road. They purchase well-
managed companies that create a good 
return for shareholders and when the 
time is right, they will sell it. But dur-
ing the process, they let the companies 
operate independently. 

TW: What do you see as the top two is-
sues affecting Manitoba carriers in 2013? 

Dolyniuk: Even though I mentioned 
capacity, human resources, hands 
down, is a primary concern. Our board 
has been talking about this issue for 
the last year-and-a-half and we have a 
number of initiatives underway to deal 
with the issue today and down the road. 
There are three major initiatives that 
our board wants to pursue that will 
strengthen current human resources 
and pull new human resources into our 
industry. Everybody is looking for the 
one silver bullet to do it all, but that sil-
ver bullet doesn’t exist. It’s going to take 
a number of actions in a number of dif-
ferent directions to address it. 

Prior to the recession, we were look-
ing to drivers from abroad. Companies 
are starting to do that again; it’s start-
ing to build up steam. Certainly, the 
carriers in Atlantic Canada are active 
on that front and it has become clear 
that carriers in Manitoba are looking 
for foreign workers more and more. 

There is also the Aboriginal com-
munities and we’ve tried a number of 
times to get the communities involved 
in the industry. We’ve had limited suc-
cess, but I still see an untapped poten-
tial labour force there. 

In Manitoba, the Aboriginal com-
munities are the fastest growing seg-
ment of our population, so, potentially, 
they could be our workers for tomor-
row. We are also looking at our Cana-
dian Forces and their Military Employ-
ment Transition Program designed  to 
assist Canadian Forces members  who 
are transitioning  out of the military 
to obtain employment in the civilian 
workforce. There is also how we mar-
ket ourselves to our existing employ-
ees so we can keep that which we have. 

And then there is the issue of how our 

industry is perceived by the public and 
how we market ourselves to the pub-
lic. You hear people saying, ‘I want my 
kid to grow up to be a doctor or a den-
tist.’ How many times do you hear peo-
ple saying I want my kid to grow up to 
be a professional truck driver? Part of 
the exercise is making the public more 
aware of the occupation and that it is 
a good occupation. I liken it to Europe 
where the trades are looked upon with 
respect. If you talk to guidance counsel-
ors in Canadian high schools their fo-
cus seems to be on university first and 
foremost. As a country, we seem to for-
get that there are many good occupa-
tions that don’t necessarily require a 
university degree or college certificate 
and truck driver is one of those. 

Part of the job is making the public 
realize the significance of the job and 
that it isn’t the stereotype, BJ and the 
Bear, cowboy image. If we can show 
the public the professionalism of the 
industry, we wouldn’t be the industry 
of last resort so to speak, as we tend to 
be on many occasions. 

TW: I agree with you, but there is one 
thing about trucking in Canada that 
is different from the experience in Eu-
rope.  Because of our geography, long-
haul drivers tend to be on the road 
much longer than a European driver 
would be. If people are reluctant to 
be away from home for two to three 
weeks, how do we get past that?

Dolyniuk: Historically, companies 
have found ways to get their people 
home on a regular basis in domestic 
operations. Our biggest challenge is 
fleets operating in the US under the 
US cabotage laws. 

 It basically boils down to American 
protectionism. Until we overcome that, 
it’s going to be a big challenge. 

If you can’t legally do switches down 
there to get your drivers back home, 
your option is either setting up a US 
operation or being very selective of the 
freight you are taking if you want to get 
your people home on a regular basis. 
Prior to deregulation when Canadian 
fleets weren’t operating as extensively 
as they are today into the US, getting 
people home once a week was less of 
an issue. 

Bob Dolyniuk

In conversation 
with Bob Dolyniuk
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Missing Since: October 1, 2003

Date of Birth: March 26, 1985

Missing From: Thompson, Manitoba, Canada

Build: Slim - 5’9”, 160lbs

Eye Colour: Brown

Hair Colour: Black

DWAYNE TYLER JACK ROSS

missingkids.ca

IF YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION ABOUT THIS MISSING CHILD,  

1-866-KID-TIPS
OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT. ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL US TOLL-FREE

(1-866-543-8477)
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Child Find (Ontario) Inc. is an affiliate of the Canadian Centre for Child Protection Inc. 
Together, they provide missing children services in the Province of Ontario.
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Mullen Group to 
spend $80M on 
new equipment
OKOTOKS, Alta. – Mullen Group will 
spend $80 million on new equipment 
in 2013, a decrease of $23 million com-
pared to 2012.

Most of the $80 million in approved 
capital spending will go towards buy-
ing new trucks, trailers and specialty 
equipment, the company announced. 
Of that, $25 million will be spent on 
equipment for the trucking/logistics 
segment while the remainder will go 
to the oilfield services segment.

“I am pleased that the board of di-
rectors accepted the recommenda-
tion of our senior executive team,” 
said Murray Mullen, chairman and 
CEO of Mullen Group. “This capital 
will ensure that our business units can 
remain competitive in what I can sum-
marize as a very challenging market.”

Mullen also announced it would be 
increasing its annual dividend by 20 
cents per share and paying it monthly, 
rather than quarterly. 

“While we expect 2013 to be a 
challenging year with little oppor-
tunity to grow our business due to 
economic and industry conditions,  
Mullen Group will continue to generate  
significant cash from operations,” 
Mullen said.  

Six Canadian trucking companies 
have made the 2013 list of the top 20 
Best Fleets to Drive For by the Truck-
load Carriers Association (TCA) and 
CarriersEdge. The annual survey and 
contest, now in its fifth year, identi-
fies for-hire trucking companies that 
provide the best workplace experi-
ences for their drivers. 

This year’s Canadian winners are:
•  Brian Kurtz Trucking  

– Breslau, Ont.
•  Erb Group of Companies  

– New Hamburg, Ont.
•  Steed Standard Transport  

– Stratford, Ont.
•  TimeLine Logistic International 

– Saskatoon, Sask.
•  Trimac Transportation  

– Calgary, Alta.
•  Yanke Group of Companies  

– Saskatoon, Sask.

Yanke holds the distinction of being 
the only company to be named a Best 
Fleet for all five years since the pro-
gram was launched. 
“I think that’s a real achievement, 
considering how much we’ve seen 
f leets improve their programs since 
we started,” said TCA president 
Chris Burruss. “It’s very difficult to 
get named a Best Fleet to begin with, 
let alone remain on the list for five 
consecutive years.”

A pair of Canadian companies also 
made the contest’s list of “Fleets to 
Watch” (honourable mentions) for 
demonstrating innovation in their 
driver programs: Celadon Canada of 
Kitchener, Ont., and Transpro Freight 
Systems of Milton, Ont.

The nomination process began in 
the fall of 2012, when company driv-
ers and owner/operators were asked 

to nominate carriers that operate 10 
or more trucks. After confirming the 
validity of the nominations and the 
trucking companies’ desire to partic-
ipate, CarriersEdge interviewed hu-
man resources representatives and 
executives of the nominated f leets 
about their corporate direction, poli-
cies, and programs. Nominated fleets 
were evaluated against a scoring ma-
trix covering a variety of categories, 
such as:
•  Total compensation package – in-

cluding base pay, bonuses, vaca-
tion, and sick day allotment;

• Health benefits;
• Pension plans;
•  Professional development oppor-

tunities (training, coaching pro-
grams, etc.);

•  Career path/advancement oppor-
tunities; 

•  Commitment to employee per-
sonal growth, including work/life  
balance, driver family support, 
and employee-directed charitable  
contributions;

•  Commitment to continuous im-
provement, including dispute res-
olution processes and inclusion of 
driver feedback in policymaking;

•  Team building and driver commu-
nity development activities;

• Annual driver turnover rate; and
• Fleet safety record.
A selection of each fleet’s drivers was 
also surveyed, with their feedback 
compared to management’s and in-
corporated into the final score. The 
responses were then tallied, resulting 
in the selection of this year’s winners 
and honourable mentions.

Mark Murrell, president of Carri-
ersEdge, said: “It’s a pleasure to re-
port that we had a 50% increase in 
nominations and participation for 
the fifth anniversary of the program. 
Clearly, being named a Best Fleet to 
Drive For is a prestigious title that is 
motivating companies to constant-
ly raise the bar on the offerings they 
provide their truck drivers.”

Now that the winners have been 
named, the next phase of the contest 
is to announce the highest scoring 
f leets from each of two categories: 
Best Overall Fleet for Owner Opera-
tors and Best Overall Fleet for Com-
pany Drivers. 

 The overall winners will be an-
nounced at the TCA Annual Con-
vention, March 3-6 at the Wynn Las 
Vegas in Las Vegas, Nev.

For  mor e  i n f or m at ion  on 
the contest, visit its Web site at   
www.BestFleetsToDriveFor.com.  

Six Best Fleets to Drive For in 2013 based in Canada
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I think the question of whether to run a company 
truck, an owner/operator, a lease/operator or a 
mixed fleet really comes down to what each individ-
ual company’s business objectives, service offerings 
and competitive advantages are. Additionally, it also 
depends on whether the company is readily able to 
finance the trucks required to serve and grow its business or if capital in-
vestment is required elsewhere. Do you buy a truck and are you able to 
attract a driver or do you hire a driver with a truck? Many fleets have that 
dictated to them by their banks, shareholders or what they can afford to 
invest in their pay packages, while others choose when, where and how 
they will compete.

We have run a mixed fleet for many years and the primary reason for do-
ing that has simply been that we are looking for great drivers, period. We 
are in the people business and there is no question that our industry draws 
people from all walks of life and attracts people who are in all stages of 
life. In our view, the future for all drivers, owner/operators and lease/opera-
tors remains bright. So long as you are a safe and professional operator and 
you understand cost and the value you bring to the business partner you 
choose, I see nothing but opportunity for any driving professional. 

– Rob Penner, COO, Bison Transport

Western Perspective
This has been an interesting topic for a few de-
cades now and fleets have valid reasons for moving 
toward one group or the other, or simply incorporat-
ing both lease/operators and company drivers into 
their operations. 

Fleets have moved towards lease/operators and 
owner/operators to sidestep the capital costs of 
purchasing tractors. Lease/ops and owner/operators also shift insurance 
costs, fuel costs and fuel efficiency away from the fleet. Maintenance 
costs can also be a prime reason for fleets to reduce company drivers in 
favour of L/Os or O/Os. We will likely see more fleets be forced to look for 
options as fewer company drivers are available throughout Canada. Fleets 
who favour company drivers may include fleets that have better success 
managing professional drivers.

Also, fleets that cross-shift two or three company drivers on one tractor, 
know the value of operating with these professional drivers.

Typically, our industrial fleets and oilfield fleets also operate with 
company drivers. Is there a right and a wrong direction to take with  
L/Os, O/Os, and company drivers? No. Fleets have valid reasons to go 
the direction they choose and will most likely stay the course.

On a personal level I have always said: The talent operating the unit is 
far more important than whose name is on the registration. If you find a 
champion driver who needs a truck, provide that person a truck. If you find 
a champion who has a truck, sign him or her up.   

– Roy Craigen, Transcom Fleet Services

Western Perspective

By James Menzies

CONCORD, Ont. – On Jan. 3, just days 
after the Christmas rush, all 33 compa-
ny drivers working for Muir’s Cartage 
were brought together and informed 
collectively that they would no longer 
work for the company with a 100-year-
plus history. Ted Brown, executive 
vice-president with Muir’s, told Truck 
West the changes were necessitated by 
the “market forces experienced by the 
entire industry.” Going forward, Muir’s 
will rely on owner/operators and driv-
ers provided by third-party agency In-
ter-Link Driver Services.

Brown told Truck West the move was 
necessary in response to “significant 
changes specific to our major custom-
er relationships that remain strong, 
but simply require a change in our 
overall infrastructure and how we de-
ploy our fleet and drivers.”

Some of these changes, Brown said, 
have been phased in over the past few 
years. As for the Jan. 3 announcement 
that it would no longer run company 
trucks, Brown said it “was a necessary 
component to fully meeting those de-
mands going into 2013 and remaining 
a competitive provider of excellent ser-
vice well beyond.”

Prior to the Jan. 3 announcement, 
Muir’s operated three distinct driv-
er groups: a city and highway owner/
operator fleet; a scaleable third-party 
channel with agency partners; and a 
company driver fleet.

“After Jan. 3, our model will consist 
of a mix of owner/operators and our 
agency strategy – the application of ei-
ther depending upon our existing and 
new customer requirements,” he said.

Customers, said Brown, stand to 
benefit from increased flexibility and 
efficiencies.

“Asset utilization will determine 
which driver solution we will deploy and 
we’ll be better positioned to meet the 
cost challenges of our partners,” he said.

Asked if he expects other Canadi-
an trucking companies to rely more 
heavily on owner/operators, Brown 
said “We’re certainly seeing more em-

phasis on the need to flex and adapt to 
the challenges of our customers. Each 
transportation company will continue 
to assess its specific needs as it adapts 
to this constant change.”

As for the drivers affected by the 
reorganization, Brown said “These 
changes are never easy for anyone 
involved, be they the drivers or the 
people who they worked with – in 

some cases for many years. We com-
municate robustly here though, and 
our team understands the changing 
environment and have been resilient 
throughout the many changes of the 
past four to five years. We were pleased 
that a significant number of the drivers 
affected chose to join our 3P provider 
and have been able to resume driving 
for Muir’s as part of their service.”

Asked if owner/operators may be 
concerned that the restructuring is 
indicative of underlying problems at 
Muir’s, Brown said “Muir’s has car-
ried out these changes in order to in-
crease its ability to compete within the 
conditions of which we’re all aware. 
We’ve seen continued improvement 
here over 2011 and 2012 and anyone 

currently with us or 
considering joining us 
should be encouraged 
by our enhanced abil-
ity to succeed in the 
years to come.”

Muir’s Cartage is 
one of Ontario’s lon-
gest-running truck-
ing companies. It has 
been in business for 
more than 100 years. 
In 2007, the company 
sold its cross-border 
truckload division to 
Kriska Transportation. 
Today, Muir’s operates 
as a core carrier to big 
box retailers, and of-
fers regional LTL and 
truckload services as 
well as warehousing.

Last year, the fleet operated 145 trac-
tors, down from 211 in 2011, accord-
ing to the Top Tier report on Canadian 
trucking capacity, published by Motor-
truck Fleet Executive. 

Muir’s Cartage drops company drivers
One of Canada’s longest-running fleets 
has decided to no longer employ company 
drivers. Instead, it will use owner/operators 
and a third-party driver services agency.

‘These changes 
are never easy 
for anyone 
involved, be they 
the drivers or the 
people who they 
worked with.’ 
Ted Brown, Muir’s Cartage

Vitran divests supply 
chain organization
Vitran has reached an agreement to di-
vest its Supply Chain Operation (SCO) 
division to Legacy Supply Chain, based 
in Portsmouth, N.H., for US$97 million 
in cash, subject to certain working 
capital adjustments.

Vitran intends to use a portion of the 
net proceeds from this transaction to 
fully reduce its outstanding debt under 
its senior revolving credit facility and 
to support the development of its LTL 
business. Vitran’s board of directors 
is also evaluating various options for 
the use of the remaining net proceeds.

“We are extremely excited at find-
ing an excellent fit for our SCO busi-
ness with Legacy Supply Chain. To-
gether, SCO and Legacy Supply Chain 
will become a formidable and diver-
sified supplier for customers requir-
ing North American supply chain so-
lutions,” Vitran’s president and chief 
executive officer Rick Gaetz stated 
in  a release. “We will continue the 
recovery and growth of our existing 
business and believe we have po-
sitioned Vitran to be a formidable 
LTL transportation provider in North 
America. Our LTL team is energized 
to aggressively develop the company 
into the future.”

Legacy Supply Chain CEO Ron Cain 
added: “We are delighted to have SCO 
join Legacy Supply Chain and are excit-
ed at the prospects for our combined 
company moving forward. We are very 
pleased with Vitran’s SCO business, 
employees and the cultural fit between 
our two companies.”
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By Jim Bray

CALGARY, Alta. – Natural gas contin-
ues to wriggle its way into the trans-
portation industry’s heart as a fuel of 
choice, the latest example of which is 
Bison Transport, which has entered into 
a five-year agreement with Shell Cana-
da to run 15 liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
tractors in Alberta. 

It’s not only a new move for Bison, it’s 
also the first step in launching Shell’s 
LNG refuelling infrastructure in Wild 
Rose Country and will see Bison us-
ing Shell’s Flying J outlets in Calgary, 
Edmonton and Red Deer to refuel its 
LNG fleet once all is up and running.

But that’s getting a tad ahead of the 
story, since as of this writing the Fly-
ing J outlets weren’t quite ready to go. 
Yet Bison’s LNG fleet – or at least part of 
it – was already cooking with gas as of 
late January. That’s according to Trev-
or Fridfinnson, Bison’s vice-president 
of western operations, who told Truck 
West that “a convergence of factors have 
made it potentially economically via-
ble,” noting that the company thinks 
the move could be the right thing for the 
industry as a whole, from a sustainabil-
ity aspect. “You put those factors togeth-
er and it lined up as now is a time when 
we’re willing to go down that path.”

A few operations have made similar 
commitments in other parts of Can-
ada, but Bison claims this is the first 
time a company operating in Alberta 
has done a conversion on this scale. 
And as Fridfinnson said, it made sense 
to move now. “One of the biggest things 
that relates to fuel is supply and infra-
structure and so forth,” he noted. “We 
had a willing partner in Shell that was 
heavily investing in natural gas, so 
the supply is here and we have appli-

cations with a region-
al density in Alberta 
that lend themselves 
to this.” 

Bison is initially tar-
geting its LCV appli-
cation, pulling twin 
53-ft. trailers at a full 
140,000-lb GVW, con-
suming “a fair amount 
of fuel,” Fridfinnson 
said, but which “from 
an overall perspective 
are very fuel-efficient 
because we’re mov-
ing two trailers with a 
similar amount of fuel. 
And that’s how you can 
drive the economics 
of it: if you can burn 
enough of the fuel, 
you can overcome the 
capital costs involved, 
which are significant in this case.”

Fridfinnson also said that, while 
the 15 trucks planned for Bison’s ini-
tial nat-gas foray are spec’d out to be 
LCV trucks, they won’t necessarily be 
used only to pull the twin trailers. “If 
there are scenarios where we can aug-
ment and add some additional miles in 
the same truck in a single-trailer ap-
plication, we will do so. But the LCV is 
the base model that we expect to use.”

Initial routes are principally Calgary 
to Edmonton and back, which can be 
accomplished on a single tank of fuel. 
And that “round-trip on a tank” aspect 
is part of why Bison didn’t have to wait 
for the Flying Js to become gas-friendly 
before launching the initiative. 

“Shell has put a temporary fueller 
on-site for us here in Calgary to get us 
started,” Fridfinnson said, “and that is 
here until the rest of the infrastructure 

is built up to deliver it. Then they’ll 
move it.”

Bison had six of the 15 trucks in op-
eration by late January, all of which 
are brand new Peterbilt 386s with the 
Westport GX 15-litre engine. 

“We’re renewing our fleet anyway,” 
Fridfinnson said, noting that “we re-
placed 275 tractors last year, so that’s 
part of what we do.” But getting to drive 
a spanking new truck is a nice carrot 
for drivers, too, as incentive to get them 
to embrace the move to gas. 

“We’re trying to make participating in 
this program by doing it in a new truck 

part of the appeal to our driving group. 
We’re fortunate that we have a culture in 
general that embraces change.” 

That said, change brings with it un-
certainties. “As with anything else,” 
Fridfinnson said, “there are uncertain-
ties and different things to learn about 
the truck – how to fuel it and how to be 
mindful of it – so, put simply, the re-
ception (from drivers) has been good, 
but we’ve got things that we need to 
continue to work through to make sure 
we get our training right.” 

That includes passing on new knowl-
edge gained about working with LNG. 
“As we learn more about how you oper-
ate with natural gas, we have to make 
sure the experience remains positive,” 
Fridfinnson said.

And even though only a few trucks 
are involved in this conversion com-
pared with the vast number that Bison 

actually operates, it shouldn’t really be 
looked upon as merely a pilot project. 

“At 15 trucks, it’s really more than 
that,” Fridfinnson said. “We’re trying 
to demonstrate that we’re motivated to 
make this work and to demonstrate it 
on a reasonable scale.”

Bison is also planning for a time 
when LNG is more widely available. 
“We’re taking a look at LNG in other 
jurisdictions,” Fridfinnson said, “most 
notably in British Columbia because 
they’ve got an aggressive program 
through their natural gas utility that 
is trying to convince transportation 
companies to take the plunge by cov-
ering off a certain amount of the incre-
mental cost associated.”

That government support wasn’t 
available in Alberta, where the deal is 
between private sector operations only 
– a fact Fridfinnson finds unfortunate. 
“With all new technologies, you some-
times need those incentives to get over 
the hump,” he said, “and I think that’s 
probably why we haven’t heard about 
a number of other fleets following suit. 
And given the amount of natural gas 
in this province and the importance 
of natural gas to this province, it’s a 
bit surprising.”

All gas, all the time?
Despite Bison’s bullishness, Frid-
finnson doesn’t see a completely LNG-
fuelled fleet anywhere on the horizon. 
“It’s not realistic probably for any rea-
sonable timeframe,” he said. “The in-
frastructure has got to be really signifi-
cantly built out and there are operating 
nuances of natural gas that are really 
going to make infrastructure the criti-
cal piece. If you cannot have ready ac-
cess to it like you do with diesel, then 
you run the risk of having operating 
challenges – for instance, if you don’t 
keep the fuel cool and do all the rest of 
it, then it loses its effectiveness.” 

Fridfinnson said he thinks esti-
mates that 40% of commercial vehi-
cles could be using natural gas in 10 
years are premature, though he does 
anticipate a trend. “It’s not going to 
be an insignificant number,” he said. 
“There’s definitely room for some sig-
nificant uptake.”

And of course the chicken and egg 
factor will definitely be in play, in that 
you can’t run a lot of natural gas trucks 
until someone is there to sell you the 

‘The reception 
(from drivers) has 
been good, but 
we’ve got things 
that we need to 
continue to work 
through.’
Trevor Fridfinnson, Bison

Inside 
Bison’s 
LNG fleet 
program
Bison Transport is the first fleet to deploy 
multiple LNG-fuelled tractors in Alberta. 
Is it an experiment, or indications of a 
major fleet-wide transformation?

28   natural gas

Trevor Fridfinnson, vice-president of western operations with Bison Transport 
stands beside the temporary LNG fuelling station at the company’s Calgary base.
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stuff when and where you need it. But 
even there, change is coming. 

“The liquefaction capability takes 
money,” Fridfinnson said, “and Shell’s 
investment in Alberta at Jumping 
Pound, which will be up around the 
end of the year, will make them able to 
draw directly from their facility here. 
That will make a difference.”

All this talk about moving to natu-
ral gas may seem a tad ironic, since the 
stuff has been around as a fuel for years 
– as a supposedly dwindling resource. 
But as the old song said: “To everything 
there is a season,” so maybe now it re-
ally is natural gas’s “Turn, Turn, Turn” 
to be in the spotlight. 

The irony isn’t lost on Fridfinnson. 
“Five years ago (our move to LNG) 
would have been harebrained,” he 
admitted. “There were people going 
around trying to get you to sign up for 
$10 fixed natural gas costs for your 
house and there was a finite amount 
(of gas) and so forth, but things have 
changed and the general consensus 
is that there’s a 100-year plus supply of 
the stuff given the way they can extract 
it now. It’s not like it’s brand new and 
it’s certainly more widely subscribed 
to around the world than it has been in 
North America, so it’s just a matter of 
finding the tipping point to get a wide 
scale conversion going.”

Bison has obviously made the assess-
ment that the tipping point is very close. 
“We like to say that we’re not on the 
bleeding edge, but we’re not far behind 
it,” Fridfinnson said. As for Bison’s talk-
ed-about expansion of its gas-powered 
fleet to British Columbia, Fridfinnson 
said the company will probably make 
that decision later this year. 

“We’ve been actively looking at that 
angle and seeing whether or not that’s 
the next logical place to extend it,” he 
said. “If we can get between Calgary 
and Vancouver then that’s viable, but 
how do you make sure that you have a 
mid-point fuelling option that’s going 
to work for that?” 

Runs strictly through the Lower 
Mainland aren’t really in the cards, be-
cause “the big thing for us is that the 
way you recoup the costs of the heavy-
duty engine conversion is that you do 
it in an application that burns enough 
fuel to generate enough volume of sav-
ings,” Fridfinnson said. “That becomes 
the hitch point.” 

As for when Flying J will actually 
start selling gas in Alberta, Fridfinnson 
said the latest information he had is 
that they should be on-stream in Cal-
gary by the end of February, with the 
Sherwood Park outlet on-stream by the 
end of March.  Fridfinnson said if every-
thing works out as Bison hopes, the com-
pany will pay off its incremental cost of 
conversion, which he estimates at about 
$90,000 per truck, in two years. But he’s 
also mindful of Murphy’s Law. “There 
always tend to be deviators from plan 
and most of them are cost creators as 
opposed to cost inhibitors,” he said, “so 
we have to be mindful of that and we’ve 
budgeted on what we think is a realistic 
case scenario. But if we encounter cer-
tain challenges that could move as well.”

In the meantime, it’s full-speed 
ahead – figuratively, anyway – in Bi-
son’s experiment with using LNG to 
propel its power units. That doesn’t 
mean they’ll just press on, however, 
expanding the LNG fleet regardless of 
its experiences in this learning phase. 
“We’re going to be actively assessing 
this thing throughout the entire life 
cycle,” Fridfinnson said.  

CALGARY, Alta. – A new liquefied natural gas (LNG) facility 
has opened in Alberta, which facility owner Encana Corpo-
ration says is the first of its kind in the province. The Cava-
lier LNG facility is located about 15 km east of the town of 
Strathmore, Alta. and will play a “key role” in providing the 
alternative fuel to the heavy-duty transportation industry, 
according to Encana officials.

Eric Marsh, executive vice-president of Encana Corp., said 
there is a “very strong value proposition for natural gas use 
in the transportation sector,” noting that LNG is 20-40% less 
expensive than gasoline or diesel in many regions. Marsh 
also pointed to the environmental benefits of LNG, includ-
ing its production of up to 30% less carbon dioxide emis-
sions than oil and 90% less smog-causing particulate matter.

The Cavalier LNG facility receives its feedstock from En-
cana’s neighbouring Cavalier gas plant. The natural gas is 
then treated to remove impurities such as water, carbon di-
oxide and Mercaptan, and thereafter directed into a cryo-
genic heat exchanger where liquid nitrogen (-196°C) cools the 
methane to a liquid state (-160°C). The LNG is stored in cryo-
genic tanks on-site for truck fuelling or bulk tanker loading.

First customers of the Cavalier LNG facility include  

Calgary-based Ferus Inc., an energy services company spe-
cializing in delivering integrated solutions to the energy 
industry, as well as the Canadian National Railway Com-
pany (CN) which last year announced that it is testing two 
mainline diesel-electric locomotives fuelled principally by 
natural gas. Encana is providing complete LNG fuelling so-
lutions to CN for this pilot project including the fuel, trans-
portation and equipment. Officials say the CN project is the 
first of its kind in Canada. 

“Natural gas is a viable transportation fuel for the rail sec-
tor, and CN’s pilot project demonstrates the transportation 
industry’s growing awareness of the economic and environ-
mental benefits of natural gas,” said David Hill, Encana’s 
vice-president, operations, natural gas economy. “There 
is significant growth potential for natural gas in the trans-
portation sector when you consider the sheer abundance 
of this resource that has been unlocked in North America 
through huge technological advances in unconventional 
production. Combining the on-road trucking with the rail 
and oil and gas supply chain segments represents around 
30%, or 22 billion cubic feet per day, of total North Ameri-
can transportation fuel consumption.” 

Encana opens first-of-its kind LNG facility
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lass 8 trucks registered in 
Western Canada already 
make up 48% of the coun-
try’s total Class 8 popula-
tion, but that share may 
grow. Buoyed by an econ-
omy stronger than the rest 

of Canada, Western Canadian motor 
carriers have more ambitious plans for 
investment in new trucks in compari-
son to all other regions.

The more than two-thirds of West-
ern Canada carrier executives who 
indicated they would be purchas-
ing new trucks in 2013 is consider-
ably higher than the 44% of Central 
Canada-headquartered carriers who 
said likewise and also higher than the 
cross-Canada average of 53%, our own 

annual Transportation Buying Trends 
Survey indicates. The survey was con-
ducted in December and January in 
partnership with the Canadian Indus-
trial Transportation Association, Cor-
mark Securities and CITT.  

Records from the Canadian Mo-
tor Vehicle Manufacturers Associa-
tion (MVMA) show there were 13,105 
Class 8 trucks sold in Western Canada 
in 2012 – 43% of the 30,586 Class 8 
trucks sold nationwide. Despite the 
heavy investment in new iron, our re-
search reveals that Western Canada-
based shippers are growing more con-
cerned about the level of capacity in 
the Truckload sector. Provided with a 
scale of 1 to 10 with 1 signifying excess 
capacity, 10 signifying under capac-

ity, and 5 signifying balanced capac-
ity, they scored Truckload as 5.10. In 
other words, shippers see Truckload 
starting to trend towards an under  
capacity situation. 

When Western Canada carriers do 
purchase new trucks, they show dif-
ferent tastes than the rest of Canada, 
MVMA sales records show. Whereas 
Freightliner is the market leader for 
the country, the Paccar brands (Ken-
worth and Peterbilt) are the clear 
winners in Western Canada. In fact, 
Western Canada makes up almost 
two-thirds of sales for both Kenworth 
and Peterbilt. 

In the next issue of Truck West, we 
examine shipper and carrier projec-
tions for rate increases.  

Share of  
Class 8  
trucks 

registered 
in Western 

Canada 

Most popular 
Class 8 brands 
sold in Western 
Canada in 2012

Share of total sales 
provided by Western 
Canada in 2012

POISED TO 
PROSPER

 67% 
That’s the 
percentage 
of Western 
Canada 
motor carrier 
executives 
with plans  
to purchase 
new Class 8 
trucks this 
year.

NEW TRUCK PURCHASING PLANS FOR WESTERN 

CANADA CARRIERS OUTPACING REST OF COUNTRY
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Redhead 
Equipment 
named 
Canada’s 
top Mack 
distributor
reGIna, sask. – Mack Trucks 
has named Redhead Equipment of  
Regina, Sask. its 2012 Distributor 
of the Year for Canada.

The annual award recognizes the 
top-performing distributors within 
Mack’s North American dealer net-
work based on sales, facilities, ser-
vice, general management, customer 
satisfaction, parts, personnel and 
community service.

Other regional Distributor of the 
Year awards were doled out to a 
number of Mack dealers across the 
US, including Tri-State Truck Cen-
tre of Memphis, Tenn., which was 
named top Distributor of the Year 
for all of North America.

“Our distributors are essential 
partners for Mack Trucks,” said Kev-
in Flaherty, president of Mack Trucks 
North American sales and marketing. 
“We appreciate the depth of prod-
uct knowledge and the commitment 
to customer satisfaction that these 
award winners display as they deliver 
exceptional service.” 

BRANDON, Man. – Kenworth deal-
er Custom Truck Sales has opened a 
new parts and service facility in Bran-
don, Man. The new facility, located 
just off the Trans-Canada Highway 
at 1240 Highland Ave., boasts nearly 
14,000 sq.-ft. of space, including sev-
en service bays, an overhead crane in 
its 8,000 sq.-ft. service department, a 
1,500 sq.-ft. parts showroom, a large 
parts warehouse, a wash bay, and a 
driver’s lounge.

“The Brandon facility expands our 
parts and service support for local 
fleets in western Manitoba and for 
trucks travelling the Trans-Canada 
Highway through Manitoba or High-
way 10 south to North Dakota and 
the oilfields,” said Jim Clark, branch 
manager of the Custom Truck Sales 
locations in Brandon and Winnipeg. 
“Custom Truck Sales has been a Ken-
worth dealer since 1965 and we strive 
to provide The World’s Best parts, ser-
vice and trucks to customers.” 

The dealer group also operates lo-
cations in Estevan, Regina and Saska-
toon, Saskatchewan.

The Brandon facility is open from 
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Fri-
day, and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 1 
p.m. The dealership also offers 24-
hour emergency service. For more in-
formation, call 204-728-6681 or visit  
www.customtruck.ca. 

Custom Truck 
Sales opens new 
Manitoba facility

FULLERTON, Calif. – Yokohama’s new 
TY517 commercial tire has been add-
ed to the US Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) SmartWay list of veri-
fied technologies. Yokohama, which 
now has nine products recognized as 
SmartWay “low rolling resistance tires,” 
will be debuting the TY517 at the Mid-
America Trucking Show this March. 

SmartWay Transport, a collabora-
tion between the EPA and the freight 
sector, is designed to improve energy 
efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas 
and air pollutant emissions.

The TY517, Yokohama’s latest ultra 
wide-base drive tire, is now available 
in size 445/50R22.5.

“The TY517 meets the SmartWay pro-
gram’s verified low rolling resistance cri-
teria because it runs cooler and helps re-
duce fuel consumption, which cuts costs 
for fleets and benefits the environment,” 
said Rick Phillips, Yokohama’s director 
of commercial sales. “We’re proud to be 
recognized by the EPA for our environ-
mental initiatives and look forward to 
being part of the SmartWay program for 
years to come.” 

Yokohama adds latest commercial 
tire to SmartWay-certified list

GREENSBORO, N.C. – The search is 
on, once again, for the safest fleets in 
North America, with Volvo seeking 
recipients for its annual Volvo Trucks 
Safety Award. For the fifth consecutive 
year, two fleets with the safest driving 
records and top safety programs will 
receive $25,000 to be used toward their 
safety-related activities. Michelin will 
once again be joining Volvo Trucks as 
sponsor, officials announced.

 “Improving highway safety remains 
a top priority for Volvo Trucks and the 
trucking industry,” said Göran Ny-
berg, president of Volvo Trucks North 
American sales and marketing. “We’re 
proud to again have an opportunity, 
along with Michelin, to celebrate the 
industry’s best and highlight the areas 
that help make them successful. Safe 
trucking operations do not occur by 
chance. Fleets must be in tune with all 

aspects of their operations, from their 
safety cultures and programs to equip-
ment selection.” 

 The award is open to all Canadian 
and US fleets operating at least five Class 
8 units. Fleets must have at least one Vol-
vo tractor in operation to be eligible for 
the award. Entrants will be ranked by 
their accident frequency rates. Partici-
pating fleets will also be judged on their 
accident prevention activities.

The deadline for entry is July 31. 
The winners of the award will be an-
nounced during the American Truck-
ing Associations’ Management Confer-
ence & Exhibition in October. 

The two grand prizes will be 
awarded to the f leets with the best 
records in two divisions based on an-
nual vehicle miles travelled: less than 
20 million miles and more than 20 
million miles. 

Volvo to reward safest fleets

Bendix warns non-OE friction material 
doesn’t always meet stopping requirements
elYrIa, ohio – Bendix Spicer Foundation Brake is warning customers 
against the use of non-OE friction material when replacing linings on Ben-
dix brakes. The company says it has tested and analyzed stopping dis-
tances on a variety of aftermarket friction products and that in the new 
reduced stopping distance era, OE friction material is safest.

“We have invested millions of dollars in R&D to develop new brake de-
signs that meet and exceed the government mandate for reduced stopping 
distances on new vehicles. Since these vehicles will continue to share our 
roads after servicing, it’s vital that we help fleet operators make informed 
decisions to maintain that same high level of safety and performance,” 
said Eddie Wilkinson, president of Bendix Spicer Foundation Brake. 

In August 2011, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) mandated a 30% reduction in stopping distance for new three-
axle tractors with GVWRs up to 59,600 lbs. Phase two of the mandate, 
aimed at tractors with two axles, as well as severe service tractors with 
GVWRs above 59,600 lbs, takes effect Aug. 1, 2013.

“We spend a great deal of time talking to our fleet customers, and 
through that ongoing dialogue have come to realize some general misun-
derstanding exists concerning maintenance of the new high-performance 
brakes,” said Gary Ganaway, director of marketing and global customer 
solutions for BSFB. “Bendix wants to make sure the industry understands 
the impact on stopping distance, so we conducted testing and analysis 
to demonstrate the potential trade-off in performance.”

Ganaway said the longtime standard test for certifying brake linings, FM-
VSS 121, is no longer adequate in a RSD environment. Most linings that 
pass the dynamometer requirements don’t meet today’s requirements, he 
said. In testing, Bendix said its own RSD-compliant vehicle using Bendix 
High Performance ES (extended service) brakes stopped in 215 ft. at 60 
mph, well under the 250-ft. limit. However, it said none of the comparison 
friction used in the relining of RSD brakes met the new requirements. The 
worst of them had a stopping distance of 311 feet, 45% worse than the 
Bendix OE lining, the company claims.  
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By James Menzies

FRANKFORT, Ky. – Meritor re-
cently celebrated production of its  
10 millionth trailer axle. The event was 
marked by a ceremony at the company’s 
Frankfort, Ky. plant, where all its trailer 
axles for the North American market 
are now produced.

The Frankfort plant has been home 
to Meritor’s trailer axle production 
since 2001. The 195,000 sq.-ft. plant 
sits on a 30-acre site that was origi-
nally opened in 1994. Currently, 181 
employees work there and the plant 
is running a shift and a half, produc-
ing trailer axles and brakes. The plant 
has received $2.2 million in upgrades 
over the past three years, increasing 
capacity and improving productivity.

“North America is the centre of our 

trailer business and what we do out 
of this facility serves as the centre for 
what we do globally,” Craig Frohock, 
general manager of Meritor’s trailer 
and aftermarket businesses said dur-
ing a special ceremony at the plant. 
“This facility services the US and Can-
ada market and this is where the core 
of our business is.”

Meritor also has an international 
presence, producing trailer undercar-
riage products in South America and 
the Asia-Pacific regions as well.

The 10 millionth trailer axle was to 
be shipped to Wabash for installation 
in one of its trailers before being deliv-
ered to customer Werner Enterprises. 
Representatives from Werner were un-
able to attend the ceremony due to bad 
weather, but a wide variety of guests 
were on-hand, including media, politi-
cal representatives, suppliers, custom-
ers and of course, the Frankfort plant 
employees who halted production to 
commemorate the milestone.

Meritor officials seemed upbeat 
about the pace of the recovery and 
their prospects for sales. 

“The market is recovering at a nice, 
steady pace,” said Pedro Ferro, presi-
dent of Meritor’s aftermarket and trailer 
operations. 

“We don’t see a recovery like we 
saw back in 2006 when the market re-
ally exploded and we saw dealers left 
with a lot of inventory and we were 
left with a lot of inventory and there 
was this big cliff. This time, I’m en-
couraged by the pace of the recov-
ery. I think some segments of the 
trailer market are weaker than oth-
ers; f latbeds have softened, construc-
tion hasn’t gotten back to where we 
think it should be. But I’m encour-
aged by the pace (of the recovery) this 
time and I don’t think we’ll have a 
boom and bust. I think the recov-
ery will continue in 2013 and 2014. 
I’m very optimistic about it. As far as 
the whole trucking industry is con-
cerned, I don’t think there’s going to 
be explosive growth this year, but it 
should grow at, I would say 3-4% be-
tween this year and next.” 

Employees at Meritor’s Frankfort, Ky. axle plant take a moment to celebrate  
a significant milestone – production of the company’s 10 millionth trailer axle.

Meritor produces 10 millionth trailer axle

Beaver Truck 
Centre now offers 
leasing, rentals
WINNIPEG, Man. – Beaver Truck 
Centre has launched a new leasing 
and rentals division. Beaver Leasing 
and Rentals will carry both Volvo 
and Hino trucks for daily rental or 
long-term, full-maintenance lease.  

“We understand the customer’s 
livelihood depends on their trucks 
being on the road with a minimum of 
downtime,” Beaver said in a release. 
“When you sign up for a full-service 
lease from Beaver Leasing and Rent-
als, we look after all your breakdown 
issues including the repair costs, 
towing costs and replacement ve-
hicle, if required, to keep you on the 
road making money.”  

Angelo Macchia and Lisa Carri-
ere will be heading the leasing and 
rentals areas of the new division, 
respectively. 
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By Lou Smyrlis

NASHVILLE, Tenn. – If football is a 
game of inches, trucking is a business 
of minutes. Every minute a truck spends 
in unproductive downtime costs dear-
ly. Yet the latest truck technologies, en-
gines in particular, are adding to the 
problem rather than alleviating it.

That’s the stark message truck-
ing company owners gathered for a 
press conference at Volvo’s new Na-
carato truck dealership in La Vergne, 
Tenn., passed on to dealer and OEM 
officials. The declining equipment re-
liability when coupled with less than 
efficient dealer practices are greatly 
adding to downtime.

Volvo asked the motor carriers for 
their frank comments on their chal-
lenges during a candid one-hour dis-
cussion. It then referred to them in 
framing its argument that the industry 
had to place greater focus on uptime, 
while bringing the media and truck 
owners up to speed on its latest strat-
egies and tools towards this regard.

“The biggest challenge that we 
struggle with is the engines that we 
have. I spend so much of my time deal-
ing with engine maintenance issues,” 
said Stan Pritchett, owner of Beacon 
Transport, a 133-truck fleet. 

Referring to engine manufactur-
ers in general, Pritchett said his truck 
downtime “has become tremendous.”

“No longer can I say that because 

I buy new equipment, I’m not in the 
shop a lot. I’m looking to run new en-
gines and I want my equipment to stay 
running,” he reinforced.

Mike McFarlin from M&W Trans-
portation, a 95-truck fleet out of Nash-
ville, Tenn., certainly sympathizes 
with Pritchett’s issues. 

He is bearing the same burden.
“Downtime is horrendous,” he said, 

adding it is particularly bad when try-
ing to get service at a dealer different 
from the one where you purchased 
your trucks. He emphasized this is 
an industry-wide problem, stressing 
that the ability, training and staffing 
of technicians at many dealers needs 
to be considered in view of the tech-
nical problems being caused by ever 
more complex equipment.

Kirk Rutherford, whose private fleet 
serves Bridgestone dealers, also com-
plained loudly about independent 
dealers who don’t work as a network.

“I can bet on 110% performance from 
the home dealer. But at other dealers, 
you get the attitude that you didn’t buy 
it here so get in line. The local dealer 
is taking care of the people he goes to 
church with and his kids play soccer 
with,” he lamented, adding that as a re-
sult, if his trucks are within a few hun-
dred miles of the home dealership he 
prefers to bring them there rather than 
deal with the closest dealership.

“When we roll in to your dealership, 
someone needs to be looking out for 

my own interests. We need support 
across the country,” he stressed.

McFarlin conceded that tools 
brought in by OEMs to better diagnose 
equipment are helpful, but questioned 
the value of a quick diagnosis if it then 
takes several days to get the part nec-
essary to complete the repair.

“In my opinion that part should be 
in stock,” he said.

Pete Carpenter, president of PAC 
Trucking, another Nashville-based 
trucking firm, said there also needs 
to be improvements in communica-
tion. Downtime is particularly im-
portant to Carpenter as his entire 
21-truck fleet is contracted to serving  

FedEx. But he said accurate informa-
tion is more important than continued 
but vague assurances that his truck 
will be worked on.

“The information is more important 
than the truck at times. I want to be 
told that it’s going to take three days 
to fix it rather than ‘We’ll get to it as 
soon as we can’,” he said, explaining 
the right information gives him more 

time to make alterna-
tive plans.

Another issue raised 
was flexibility – or rath-
er the lack of it – when 
it comes to payment. 
For example, dealers 
may decide to not re-
lease a truck until pay-
ment for the repairs has 
been made.

“I work for a $13-bil-
lion company, our 
name is on the trucks, 
and I’m going to 
stiff you for a $2,000 
charge? Fix it, and I will 
deal with the bill later,” 
Rutherford said.

To which Carpenter 
added that no matter 
how much he may love 
his drivers, he doesn’t 
think it’s wise to give 
them a credit card with 
an unlimited spending 

limit to handle any emergency.
Volvo executives and the owners 

of the Nacarato dealership acknowl-
edged these industry concerns and 
answered with a variety of strategies, 
programs and tools they hope will ad-
dress them. 

‘I can bet on 110% 
performance 
from the home 
dealer. But at other 
dealers, you get 
the attitude that 
you didn’t buy 
it here, so get in 
line.’ 
Kirk Rutherford, fleet owner

Downtime is getting worse
Volvo brings fleet owners together to 
discuss downtime. And gets an earful 
about an industry-wide problem.

Remote diagnostics 
help reduce downtime
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – Being able to access and trans-
mit critical truck engine data from trucks on the 
road to key decision makers responsible for their 
maintenance in a manner timely enough and accu-
rate enough to allow smart decisions to be made is 
key to reducing downtime, Volvo Trucks North Amer-
ica executives believe.

After listening to several motor carrier executives 
speak openly about the downtime plaguing the indus-
try due to premature engine failure (an issue expe-
rienced by all engine brands) at a Volvo press event 
Jan. 10 (see related story, above), David Pardue, vice-
president, aftermarket sales, was one of several Vol-
vo executives who said they are working hard to be 
part of the solution.

“The need for information is quicker and more thor-
ough and what we are satisfied with today we won’t 
be satisfied with tomorrow,” Pardue said.

Volvo believes part of the answer lies with its Re-
mote Diagnostics service, now a standard feature 
on every Volvo-powered VN model highway truck. 
The service provides proactive diagnostic and repair 
planning assistance with detailed analysis of critical 
diagnostic trouble codes. It’s the first service being 
offered under the new Connected Vehicle Services 
category of the Volvo Trucks Support Services bun-
dled aftermarket offering.

The remote communication platform facilitates live 
dealer and customer communication through Volvo 
Action Service, Volvo’s 24/7 support team. Proactive 

diagnostics streamline service procedures with con-
firmation of parts on-hand before a truck arrives at 
a service location, increasing uptime, the company 
says. But Conal Deedy, product manager, communi-
cation and electronics, cautioned against the trap 
of “technology for the sake of technology.”  There 
are thousands of fault codes on today’s commercial 
trucks that can be monitored and quickly reported 
– but that doesn’t mean they all should. Rather, the 
focus should only be on those critical to keeping the 
truck on the road.

“It has to be about using technology to improve 
service and uptime. Our customers want actionable 
data that is accurate. They don’t want to be over-
loaded with fault codes,” Deedy said.

Deedy also pointed to some impressive statistics 
racked up by the Remote Diagnostics program since 
its launch last May (it was tested for a year prior to 
that with over 1,300 Volvo VNs being part of the 
field tests. Challenger Motor Freight was a test fleet 
in Canada). There are now more than 5,000 Volvos 
equipped with Remote Diagnostics and so far the 
service has managed to: reduce average diagnostic 
time for targeted fault codes by 71%; reduce aver-
age repair time for targeted fault codes by 25%; and 
improve average uptime by one day per event.   

“Remote Diagnostics is streamlining the service 
procedure. It’s getting the right information to the 
technician,” Deedy said.

Remote Diagnostics comes free of charge for two 
years with the purchase of all new Volvo trucks.

Another wrinkle soon to be added to help stream-
line the service procedure when the truck comes 
into a Volvo dealership is a QR code label and reader 
capable of capturing all the vehicle information en-

crypted on the QR code label, such as the vehicle 
identification number, mileage, etc. and create a reg-
istered case number before the vehicle is assigned 
to a technician.

This application, which will be made available on 
every Volvo coming out of the factory by around the 
end of the first quarter, will also capture the entire 
inspection and maintenance process, date stamp it, 
and maintain it as part of the vehicle’s history on a se-
cure server. Customers will be able to log in and read 
up on the history of their vehicles. The truck’s file 
can also be assigned to other Volvo dealers should 
the truck require service beyond its home dealer.

Those are the latest efforts Volvo has made to 
boost uptime and fine-tune service performance but, 
as Pardue pointed out, the company has been fo-
cused on these goals for several years. Back in 2005, 
after listening to its customers, it came up with a 
10-point Service Commitment; a year later it intro-
duced its triage strategy to better and more quickly 
diagnose repair issues; in 2010 it provided 24/7 In-
ternet parts purchasing so parts could be ordered 
after the parts department had closed for the day; 
and last year, in addition to Remote Diagnostics, it 
issued a 10-point Dealer Support Commitment to 
help support Volvo dealers in living up to their ser-
vice commitments.

Volvo Trucks’ dealer network is also expanding, 
resulting in additional truck service bays, Volvo-cer-
tified technicians, and larger parts inventories. For 
example, the new Nacarato dealership, which host-
ed the press conference, keeps $2 million worth of 
parts inventory on-hand and is capable of servicing 
30% more trucks at its new 80,000 sq.-ft. facility 
with 28 service bays. 
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By Edo Van Belkom
 

Mark headed west, the collision in Ontario well 
behind him. While it hadn’t been his fault, and 
he’d actually helped the insurance company root 
out an organized fraud ring that had obviously 
been operating with impunity for years, he’d still 
been victimized by the accident.

In exchange for all his efforts, Mark had hoped 
for some sort of break on his insurance bill, but 
there’d been none of that. Despite him person-
ally saving the insurance company thousands 
– perhaps even tens of thousands of dollars – his 
bill had still gone up because of other scams and 
frauds going on in the Greater Toronto Area.

Mark needed to get out of the city and a long 
drive across the country was just what he needed. 
And while the accident was thousands of kilome-
tres ago, the sour taste of the city still wasn’t out of 
his system and he wouldn’t mind another long-
haul back east that would have him avoiding city 
driving for another few days at least.

And so, after Mark delivered a container of 
snowmobile parts to the docks in Vancouver, he 
decided to contact his dispatcher Bud, and see 
what the man could do for him. Mark reached 
for his phone, made sure his hands-free device 
was working, then used the contacts list to find 
Bud. It rang six times before there was an answer.

 “Hello?”
“Catch you at a bad time?”
“I was in the bathroom. What do you want?”
“It’s Mark.”
A second’s delay, then, “Mark who?”
Mark sighed and shook his head slightly. Didn’t 

this every get old? “Marxism.”
“What?”
“You know, the ideas and writings of Karl Marx  that laid the foundation for the 

creation of communism.”
“Oh, that guy,” Bud said.
“Yeah, you know, ‘Workers of the world unite; you have nothing to lose but your 

chains’.”
“You feel chained, do you?”
“’If anything is certain, it is that I myself am not a Marxist.’ He said that too.”
“No kidding?”
“Yes, he did.”
“Alright,” Bud sighed. “Besides giving me a history lesson, what do you want from 

me, Dalton?”
“A load would be nice.”
“You want to be one of those worker-types, do you?”
“Yes,” Mark said. “It’s what I do, and I do enjoy eating my meals indoors.”
“What?”
“You know...regular meals, a roof over my head. Only in this case it’s a truck.”
“Okay,” Bud said. “You’re in British Columbia right now?”
“Just got out of port.”
“Then how about a load of livestock to Quebec?”
Mark didn’t answer right away. B.C. to Quebec was a sweet load, but to be honest 

he didn’t know anything about livestock other than he liked his bacon crispy and 
his steak medium-rare. 

“Don’t you need a licence or something to drive that stuff? I mean...the product is 
alive and I’ll just bet the receiver wants it that way on delivery.”

“Yeah, well, I asked the customer about that and apparently there’s a quality as-
surance program in Canada for hogs, but not for beef, chicken or sheep. There are 
courses you can take for those animals and they’ve been offering them for the last 
five or six years, but there is no official requirement in order to drive them.”

Okay, Mark thought. Bud had done his homework. And while it would be a great 
adventure, it sounded like something for which you’d need some experience in or-
der to know what you were doing. After all, it didn’t take much imagination to think 

of something that might go wrong. 
“I don’t know if it’s for me, Bud. Seems like an 

awful lot of responsibility. I like driving and being 
on my own because - outside of shippers and re-
ceivers - I don’t have anyone depending on me...
which includes animals. I mean, it’s not like you 
can just pull off the road if it starts snowing or the 
weather turns bad. And if you have a breakdown, 
there’s probably all sorts of pressure to ensure the 
animals are safe and comfortable.”

“You’re probably right on all counts,” Bud 
laughed under his breath. “But I’m disappointed 
in you, Dalton. Do you really think I would offer 
you a load that you couldn’t handle?”

Mark thought about it, then said, “Yes, I do. I 
think you would do exactly that. In fact, I imagine 
you giggling in delight over this load and all the 
trouble I could get into.”

Silence for a moment. “Okay,” Bud said. “You 
know me too well. All that’s probably been true in 
the past, but not this time around.”

“Oh, yeah. Why’s that?”
“You won’t be driving on your own.”
“Oh no?”
“No. You’ll be with two other drivers and they’ll 

have more than enough experience to go around.”
“Ah,” Mark said. This was an interesting twist. 

By driving in a convoy with drivers who knew what 
they were doing, he could learn from their expe-
rience instead by the seat of his pants. He didn’t 
have to think about it much longer. “Okay, I’ll do it.”

“Great,” Bud said. “But I have to tell you it’s just 
not a trip east. It also includes a return load back 
west after you reach Quebec.”

“More livestock?”
“Nope, regular goods,” Bud said. “Apparently the 

trailers get cleaned out after every delivery of live-
stock. Steamed, disinfected, the whole nine yards. They’re probably cleaner than 
your average goods trailer on the road.”

Mark didn’t have any trouble believing that. While most drivers took pride in 
their work, he remembered once seeing a driver urinate inside his trailer because 
he didn’t have time to get to a bathroom before his turn to get loaded. That incident 
aside, he’d seen the inside of some trailers that might as well have been used as a 
latrine. The animals, on the other hand, probably had it good. “So this isn’t just one 
long-haul, it’s two.”

“Exactly. The company will set up the load west. They just asked me to provide 
them with a driver.”

“So why am I so lucky?”
“I like you, Dalton.”
“But you don’t even know my name.” Bud ignored Mark’s comment for the mo-

ment, then said. “I look at it this way, Mark. When someone calls with a load or asks 
me for a driver, they do it because I deliver…just like my drivers do. So, say some-
thing does go wrong with this load and the driver I sent these guys is a wet noodle 
and can’t handle a problem or cracks at the first sign of adversity.”

“It’s not good for you?” Mark guessed.
“No, it’s not good. It’s terrible. I need to send someone who can handle the job and 

not make me look bad.”
Mark took a deep breath, his chest swelling with pride. “I’m wondering how you 

were able to make this all about you…but I’m still touched.”
“Don’t flatter yourself, Dalton. The three guys ahead of you on the list all turned 

me down.”
Mark shook his head. “You’re a jerk!”
“Maybe, but I’m the jerk who gives you good loads. Now don’t let me down.”

36   fiction   Mark Dalton: owner/operator

Did you know there are two full-length novels featuring Mark Dalton?: Mark 
Dalton “SmartDriver” and Mark Dalton “Troubleload.” For your free copy 
register with eco ENERGY for Fleets (Fleet Smart) at fleetsmart.gc.ca. 
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n these days of low interest 
rates, it may be an excellent 
time to pull the trigger on a 
new truck. In the all-impor-
tant world of cash flow, these 
rates can make such a major 
capital investment an afford-

able reality. If you are thinking of mak-
ing the move, and if you’re financing 
the purchase, do yourself a favour and 
shop around for a finance program that 
fits your needs.

While a welcome sign of the times 
for many, low interest rates are caus-
ing havoc for the retirees of the world. 
Since the days of the defined benefit re-
tirement plans are few and far between, 
many people have moved their self-
directed investment portfolios to the 
greener pastures of the stock market. 

More specifically, stocks that pay 
dividends are all the rage at the mo-
ment. Some of the larger blue chips 
will pay you handsomely to hold their 
shares. It’s not unusual for oil produc-
ers pay north of 5% – a healthy return, 
for sure. But buyer beware; do your 
homework before you jump in. If a 
company is paying out dividends that 
are higher than its cash flow per share, 
chances are that big fat juicy dividend 
won’t be sustainable. Eventually it will 
catch up to them and that will be re-
flected in the share price. 

There are some great financial advi-

sors out there that can customize an in-
vestment plan that’s right for you. 

Again, do your homework. You need 
to be comfortable with that person. Do 
they understand your risk tolerance? 
Do their investment recommendations 
meet your goals? More importantly, can 
you sleep at night?

If you do decide to sign on with a fi-
nancial advisor, take a proactive role in 
researching their recommendations. 
There have been some horror stories of 
people seeing their portfolios decimat-
ed by poor decisions, usually through 
investing in risky, unproven equities. 

There’s a great Web site that will 
help the average Joe or Joanne find 
out what the experts say about most 
TSX- or NYSE-listed stocks. Go to  
www.stockchase.com and you’ll see their 
opinions and top recommendations.

Oh, and if you haven’t read The 
Wealthy Barber, go buy a copy or two. 
That may be the best investment advice 
you’ll ever get. 

Do your homework
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ONLY ONE ROAD WILL 
TAKE YOU WHERE YOU 

WANT TO GO.

CERTIFICATION / TRAINING:

Do you have a Commercial License? Yes No

License# TypeProv/State issued

Last Employer

Name Company City Prov/State

Tel Start/End Date

Job Description Reason for Leaving

Has your license ever been suspended? Yes NoTotal Truck Driving Experience /yrs

CURRENT DRIVERS LICENSE:

Exp Date

Doubles/Triples
Air Brake Adjustment

Air Brake (Drive)

Over-Size Loads
Hazmat

Tankers

Name of School

Name of Course Completed

Prov/State Start/End Date

Driverlink is proud to protect the privacy of your personal information as required under federal privacy laws. If you would like to see a 
copy of our privacy policy, please go to www.driverlink.com/privacy, or call us at 1-800-263-6149.

By �lling out and signing this application, I agree to abide by Driverlink’s terms and conditions and consent to the use of personal 
information according to the Driverlink privacy policy.

I am able to cross the Canada/U.S. border to haul international loads
I am willing to cross the border
I am FAST approved (for expedited border crossing)
Would you like to contacted by driver agencies?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

CROSS BORDER
TRAVEL:

BEST WAY TO CONTACT ME: Home Tel Cell E-Mail Other

First Name Last Name

Prov/State Postal/Zip Email

CityAddress

Home Tel Cell

Signature: Date:

Can you lift 50lbs? Yes No

COMPLETE AND FAX TO 905-795-0539
We will enter your information in Driverlink where companies and recruiters search for drivers. 

(THIS WILL BE YOUR USERNAME ACCOUNT)

OWNER OPERATOR? Manufacturer Year/Model Engine/Size

Trailer Type Experience (check all that apply): 

Heavy Hauling/Specialized Moving Van Tanker Straight Truck Super B Reefer Van

Preferred Trailer Type (check all that apply): Other

Flatbed

Flatbed

Heavy Hauling/Specialized Moving Van Tanker Straight Truck Super B Reefer Van

Other

Owner Operator Local

Moving

Hwy Team

Driver TrainerLease Purchase

Hwy Single/Company Driver

Other

WORK PREFERENCES:

Refer a friend to Driverlink and WIN!
If you are a registered driver on driverlink.com, you can enter 
to win a $100 gift card. Visit driverlink.com to �nd out how.

TO REGISTER

SIGN UP FOR FREE TODAY
North America’s best resource for trucking jobs.

www.driverlink.com  •  support@driverlink.com
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The NHL is back and life has meaning 
again. And the Flames and Oilers are 
still in the playoff hunt (okay, maybe 
not the Flames), even though it’s well 
past new year’s! Talk about a time to 
celebrate!

Well, if you’re a hockey fan…
I’ve often wondered why, in the in-

terest of fairness – which seems to be 
the major buzzword these days (in 
that things should be “fair,” though 
not necessarily “right”) – they don’t 
just give each player other than the 
goalies his own little black disc to 
chase around the rink. Wouldn’t that 
be more equitable to the players who 
don’t score as many goals as others? 
And why not assign points based on 
need rather than ability? That way the 
weaker teams have a fairer chance of 
copping the Cup!

As we weigh such weighty issues, 
life in the trucking industry goes on 
as hard-working folk keep our society 
going despite, according to the pow-
ers that be, them being a bunch of un-
skilled, knuckle-dragging yahoos.

We all know the truth about that – 
so let’s give a quick tip of the toque to 
some in the trucking biz who are do-
ing important things. 

Ric in a rig
First up is a confluence of politics and 
the private sector, as the Alberta Mo-
tor Transport Association and Trimac 
hosted Alberta’s new Transportation 
Minister, former Calgary Alderdude 
Ric McIver, on a ride-along designed to 
give him some real world insight into 
the world of a trucker.

The Jan. 28 event began at Trimac’s 
Southeast Calgary Learning Centre as 
trainer extraordinaire Ken Arthur out-
lined that company’s procedures be-
fore the Minister clambered up into 
the cab of a Trimac five-axle B-Train, 
to be chauffeured around the City by 

the Bow with one of the AMTA’s Road 
Knights, Trimac’s own Dennis Hokan-
son, at the wheel. 

The quick trip took the Minister 
through Calgary at rush hour, after 
which McIver told me “It was fun – 
all of sudden I’m six years old again. 
It was pretty interesting and it’s obvi-
ous that nothing happens by accident 
in the industry – there’s lots of safety 
precautions, lots of pretty sophisticat-
ed equipment, lots of training that goes 
into what happens.” 

His takeaway from the experience 
was that “What’s important is that we 
as a government need to stay in touch 
with the industry so that as problems 
come up we can work through them. 
Whether they’re technical solutions, 
regulatory solutions or human being 
solutions, I think it’s about partnership 
if we’re going to make things work.”

I imagine many Alberta truckers 
and owners hope there are some deeds 
coming from the Redford cabinet min-
ister as well as those words – and ones 
that make sense for the industry.

Hey, it could happen! Are you hold-
ing your breath?

Helping make gas 
more natural
Al Rosseker, executive director of the 
Saskatchewan Trucking Association, 
reports that his group is partnering 
with provincial Crown corporation 
SaskEnergy to give carriers, suppli-
ers, and other interested stakeholders 
a kind of “Natural Gas 101” session on 
March 6, outlining the basics of nat-
ural gas as a potential fuel for large 
trucks, whether it be compressed nat-
ural gas (CNG) for short-haul and P&D 
fleets or liquefied natural gas (LNG) for 
long-haul carriers. 

“As you know, some national fleets 
like Schneider and Swift in the US and 
Groupe Robert in Quebec and Bison 

in the West, are running pilot proj-
ects with natural gas,” Al Rosseker 
told me in an e-mail, adding that he 
hopes they’ll have some input from 
such companies. The session will give 
“a broad overview of what’s going on 
both nationally and regionally,” he 
said, and promises to bring in engine 
manufacturers and other suppliers to 
talk about costing, conversions, infra-
structure needs, etc. Sounds like a lot 
of meat at this meet.

Registration includes breakfast, ses-
sions, lunch and a reception. Oh, and 
a block of rooms has been reserved 
at the Hilton Garden Inn, Saskatoon, 
for those who need to travel to the 
event. There are only 100 or so seats 
for the gathering and you can regis-
ter at the Association’s Web site at  
www.sasktrucking.com. 

Deadline for registrations is Feb. 22, 
so don’t procrastinate!

CN is believin’ 
CN has just sunk a bundle into a new 
intermodal terminal in “the heart of 
the new west.” The new $200-million 
“state-of-the-art intermodal termi-
nal for containerized goods” opened 
at the Calgary Logistics Park on what 
would be called McKnight Boulevard 
if it were closer to the city proper. It’s 
about 10 clicks from Calgary Interna-
tional Airport and offers nearby access 
to Stoney Trail (Calgary’s ring road) 
and the Trans-Canada highway. 

The company says the new digs have 
nearly a third more capacity than the 
southeast Calgary Sarcee Yard it re-
places, as well as being roomy enough 
to offer the potential for future expan-
sion. Four automated in-gates and 
three automated out-gates are hoped 
to keep truck turnaround times below 
45 minutes. 

There’s also a container yard and 
specialized equipment for tempera-
ture-controlled products CN says lets 
the company expand its existing reef-
er volumes – and I don’t remember a 
reeferendum being needed to get the 
land designated for such commerce.  

Timely advice, perhaps – 
depending on the weather
We really only have two seasons here 
in Calgary – winter and Stampede – but 
your mileage may differ (so to speak), 
and for that reason it’s never too cold 
and icy – or hot and muggy – to think 
about how you’re going to handle the 
next temper tantrum unleashed by 
Person Nature. 

To that end, at least as far as winter 
driving is concerned, the SafetyDriven 
Team at the Trucking Safety Council of 
B.C. is disseminating a short list that 
you might find handy, a set of tips for 
operating in and around winter main-
tenance equipment.

 The advice come from the bureau-
crats at the province’s Ministry of 
Transportation and Infrastructure and 
were apparently prompted by a trio of 
serious crashes within a 24-hour peri-

od that involved heavy-duty commer-
cial vehicles and winter maintenance 
equipment in the Robson area of B.C.’s 
lovely west Kootenay region (just a hop 
and a skip outside Castlegar).  

Reproduced here for your (and their) 
convenience, is their quick list of com-
mon sense stuff to do and not to do:

• Do be aware that plows are re-
quired to operate at speeds of 60 km/h 
or lower.

• Do slow down and pull over for on-
coming plows – they are required to 
plow the centerline (good luck finding 
a lot of places to pull over near Rob-
son, though, if I remember the area 
correctly from my decade there dur-
ing the 1970s and 80s).

• Do be aware that flashing yellow 
lights are used to alert highway travel-
lers of the presence of highway main-
tenance equipment.
•  Do follow plows until it’s safe to pass. 

And the list of “verboten” stuff:
•  Don’t pass snow plows on right hand 

side.
•  Don’t attempt to pass when plow is 

sanding on corners or hills.
•  Don’t pass when visibility is restricted.

Or, in the parlance of most profes-
sional drivers who take their gigs se-
riously: duh! 

Spare change?
Speaking of logistics – we were, weren’t 
we? – Supply Chain and Logistics As-
sociation Canada (SCL, which has 
branches in various locations across 
the country) is partnering with the 
Trucks for Change Network, a non-
profit organization “helping trucking 
and logistics companies to support 
charities with donated and preferred-
cost services across Canada.”

Since 2011, the Network has used 
real-time freight-matching and dona-
tion management technology to help 
members coordinate available space 
on their trucks to “really deliver” for 
charitable organizations such as Food 
Banks Canada and Habitat For Hu-
manity Canada (oh, the Humanity)!

“We look forward to our partnership, 
and our members will look forward to 
working with them to make a positive 
difference, said SCL’s chief piece of fur-
niture (I believe he’s referred to as a 
“chair”) Al Norrie.

As for his end of the deal, Trucks For 
Change Network president and found-
er, Pete Dalmazzi, opined that “SCL is 
a leading voice for supply chain pro-
fessionals across Canada, and its en-
dorsement is an important step for us.” 
One of the most recent carriers to join 
Trucks for Change is Yanke Group, 
based out of Saskatoon.

That’s it for this month. As always, if you 
have – or know of – an item you think 
your peers would like to know about, 
please fire off an email to me at jim@
transportationmedia.ca. Space, good 
taste and legality help govern what we 
print, but we do try to push the enve-
lope. Okay, maybe the good taste part’s 
questionable.

Alberta Transport Minister Ric McIver poses for pictures in a Trimac truck, as 
part of his recent ride-along with professional driver Dennis Hokanson. The  
Minister was impressed with his view from the driver’s seat.

38 
jim’s brayings

Welcome to Jim’s Brayings, a quick look at some interesting commu-
nity news items from across the west that we think will interest you. If 
you have some news you think will be a good match for this column, 
pop me off an e-mail at jim@transportationmedia.ca. We can’t run  
everything, of course, but we’ll try to get in as much as space permits…
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maximum reliability, and high performance. Forging partnerships with industry 
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can always count on. Hankook and Daimler. Together we go further.

Be one with your tires, and the road will be one with you.
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Snow Room

new Volvo Tractors & Hino Trucks
with Bodies available for Rental  

we will customize trucks or tractors for long term full maintenance leasing.
 

     Call  Lisa Carriere or Angelo Macchia (Manager)

Sale
Prices have been reduced 

on all of our used inventory!
our manager has issued special pricing on these units. 

Hurry in because if the snow melts the prices 
are going back up.

We’ve got no more room to Pile Snow!

33 Oak Point Highway Winnipeg, MB  R2R 0T8    l   (204) 632-9100    l    Toll Free 1-888-388-6586

www.beavertrucks.com
Manitoba Dealer Permit 1679

To Serve You
Better!

3 New Parts &  
service Outlets
 
integrity ventures inc.
25 Life Sciences Parkway
Steinbach, MB
204 320-9695

rcB truck & trailer repair
5600 Richmond Avenue East
Brandon, MB
204 729-9172

Fountain tire
788 Central Avenue
Thunder Bay, ON
807 343-7959

clearance price 
$36,500

plus

NEW

2009 VOLVO 730
Volvo D13 485 hp. with 12 spd Volvo I-Shift Trans, 237” W/B  3.55 ratio, 22.5 rubber.
Balance of factory warranty on engine & transmission

Stk# 32116-1 696,192km  Priced to clear at $56,900.00
Stk#  32117-1 596,871km  Priced to clear at $58,900.00

Both of these units are super clean 
and won’t last long.

2009 VOLVO 630
D13/485 hp. 13 spd. manual trans,
209 “ W/B 3.73 ratio, 22.5 rubber.
Super clean & well maintained trucks  
from small Manitoba fleet.
Balance of factory warranty.
2 to choose from, low kilometers 
from 653,000 to 667,995 km

Gotta Go at $49,900 each

2008 VOLVO 630
500 hp. 13 spd. manual trans, 
Full locking Diffs, 22.5 rubber, 
3.58 ratio, 2 to choose from, 
745,845 & 566,494 km 
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